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College in Suburbs.

LOCALETTES

i

t

for this space
for the privalege only of inviting you
once again to become a depositor of
our bank.
The person who reacte about us
fifty-tw- o
times a year ought to know
Once each week we pay

us at least

fifty-tw- o

times better than
The

if he had read of us but once.

better

he knows us the more likely he

is to like us and our business methods.

Your account, large or small, is urgently solicited and respectfully

invited.

The First National Bank,

'

'

V

..--

Mr. L. A. Porter of Eellevue, Tex.,
who drove over from Haile Wednesday
with the O'Bronr.on party, has decided
to remain here, and Mr. O'Brannon
was so favorably impressed with the
progress being made here that he will
return in a few days with his force of
muí. teams and contract for farm and
ditch work.

J. L. Maxwell, leading merchant of
Ricardo, has been in the city this week
doing business with our wholesale
merchants.
Mrs. B W. Carley of Ricardo is a
visitor to Ft. Sumner this week.

The Holiness Association
of the
Southwest, who have for some time
contemplated the location of a college
in this part of the territory, have finally decided to locate at La Lande, the
new suburban town east of here.
The
people of Fort Sumner are mighty glad
to see its suburbs building up. This
college will, doubtless, add materially
to the wealth of La Lande and give it
a substantial foundation on which to
base its existence. The directorate of
the association showed excellent judgement in locating so near to the Fort
Sumner Irrigation District where the-i- f
people who follow the college may
find desirable farm and orchard lauds.
If the plans of the college builders
materialize it will mean much to Fort
Sumner.

$1 A YEAR, CASH.

THE CHURCH SOCIAL.
PROGRAMME

Quartette, "My Old Kentucky Home,"
Misa Adalina Jaramillo, R. I..
Show-alte-

r,

G. C. Deen and H. W. Naylor.

Recitations:

'

"Welcome," Maud Dunn.
"Dooing Good," Callaway Deen.
"Mary had a Lamb," Louise Hensley
"I'm going to Grandma's," Rowena
Wollley.
Solo:
"The Last Rose of Summer,
Mrs.
Lillian F. McK inney, with Flute
accompaniment by D. J. McCanne.
Recitation, "Knee
Deep In June,"
Ray L. Showalter.
"A Dream of Paradise," a Japanese
love song, Mrs. Lillian F. McKinney.
Organ accompaniments by Miss Arloa
McCanne.

Lightning during a thunder storm
The social and musical given Tuesday
last week, struck the house of V. E.
Mrs. R. G. Bean living north of Rail on a homestead
near Kenna, evening by the ladles of Fort Sumner,
town is sick with typhoid fever.
Chaves county, twelve times, at inter- fcr the benefit of the Union Church
vals of a minute apart. H. N. Ruther- Fund, was a pronounced success from
The entertainThe Misses Gorman of Ricardo, have ford, who with his family, was at the every point of view.
been visiting this week with Mrs. W. Rail house, was struck first and fell ment was liberally patronized and upwaover dead. The second stroke threw rds of $25.00 was turned over to treasT. Reiger.
the four year old daughter of W. E. urer Mrs. R .C . Nisbet.
The programme was planned and
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. McKinney left Rail to the floor and it was twenty
minutes before she was revived.
The
today for Chicago,
where
they
will close their home and return to third stroke hit the five year old daughRail, the fourth struck Rail and
locate here permanently in Ft. Sumner. ter of
fi
Mr:-The announcement of their intention to the th and sixtli shock struck
Parties holding certificates for lots
build here was received with pleasure Rutherford's fourteen months old child. on the Government Tewnsite should
It was ti rown ten feet outof the mothby their many firlends.
er's atirn. The lest stroke set the present them to C. W. Foor for comhouse on fin: but it was extinguished parison with the record, as it appears
W. A. Cecil who has been s'c't with by Mrs. Rail with
buckets of water. from the record that twenty pages
a complication af diseases has sufficient- Mrs. Rutherford and Mr3. Rail are sis- have been torn from the book of rec
ly recovered to be able to ride to town.
ters. There were "thirteen" persons ords; already about twenty certificatis
in the house at the time of the storm. have been shown to Mr. Foor that are
The surest and eaisest way to cure a However, It was due to the fact the not recorded and he is recording them
cough or cold is by gently and freely house had a tin roof, was the only ob- free of charge.
The record shows that W. H. Parker
movingthe bowe ls. Bees Laxative Cough ject rising above the plain and was evSyrup is plesant, stops the coug'ng and idently the center af the terrific storm, has not deposited with the First Natquickly relieves the cold by allaying
that is thought to account for the ional Bank of Fort Sumner any money
and by pleasantly and promptly house being struck so frequently in to the credit of the Contigent Fund

conducted by Mrs. LiiliaD F. McKinney
and every participant carried orf hie
part in an interesting manner, wed
deserving of the generous applause.
Mrs. McKinney's solos were particularly appreciated and every thanks it
due her for her enthusiastic support of
the musicale. The childrens recitationi
'
were liked by all and the programme
was finished by a humerous number by
Mr. McKinney.
After the program lemonade and
cake were served under supervision of
Mrs. Ridsdale. The refreshments had
all been donated and there was a plen- tiful supply.
Several cakes were left over and an
auction was started to dispose of them.
The last one was sold to the highest
bidder among the ladies only, with the
provision that the purchaser
could
select any man in the house to pay for
it. It was "knocked down" to Mis
Mable Lovelace, and Mr. Pickel was
surprised to find himself the owner of
a $2,75 cake.
Everyone present heartily enjoyed
the evening and the pleasure was enhanced by the worthiness of the cause.

THE CONTIGENT FUND.

.

cf Fort Sumner, N. M.

moving tiie towels.

Drug

uilding Material,

Paints and
TS

"Prices Right."
VV.

NAYLOR,

'

Local Manager.

J. N. O'Brannon and S. A. Porter of
Haile, N. M., J. VV. Wells of Miami,
Tex. and M. E. Wells cf Jet, Okla.,
came in on Wednesday and made a hurried inspection of the town and valley.
The Wells brothers are interested in
a location for a mercantile business
and a land investment.
They had never given much thought to irrigation,
but were immpyessed with the assurance it gives of crops in such seasons
as this, and expressed their intention
of returning in the near future.
Car Load of Salt just received
at Blankenship & Co's.

E ARICKSON & Co.
SUCCESSORS TO
A. B. HARRIS.
FORT SUMNER, N. M.
DEALERS IN

Dry Goods,

Boots and Shoes,

Geni's Furnishing Goods,
Furniture,

Hardware,

Groceries, Hay and Feed,

Farming Implinients and Wagons,
Wa have just received a NEW and COMPLETE
line of LADIES and GENTS FURNISHINGS.

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.
SUNNYSIDE TIN SHOP
WATER TANKS, fiUTTERINC,
-

WELL CASING, FLUES and STOVE PIPE

MADE TO ORDER.
WINDMILL WORK "A SPECIALITY."
Gasoline
"ANN ARBOR"
Agent for Ihe Celebrated
J. A. NORTHINGTON, Prop.

succession.

Sar.ta Fe New Mexican.

Lights.

since November, 1907.

What have you done with this fifty
on each lot taken since that date?
The question asked of George Mur- phy, former Chairman of the Board of
Control, and W. H. Parker as to whom
they paid that $50,00 on April 2nd, has
not been answered by either of them,
hence the conclusion is that said sum
of $50,000 has not been spent for the
purposes for which it was collected.
The Board of Control have concluded
in the absence of any explanation that
the funds were misused anil are taking
the necessary steps to have this money
rcsovered.

cents

Co.

The J. S. Harvey homestead claim,
A. C. Butler find wife of Yesso. hnth one half mile east of the Clovis town-site- ,
x
...I
was sold last week to J. S. Ed
vif w.iuiii jitivtr t.vpiiuij lever, are l.ere
under treatment by Dr. Lovelace.
wards, Dr. Smith and R. E. Brown fur
$14,000.
The homestead will be cut up
When your down-troddsoles' are in into building lots.
heed of repairs go to W. M. Park, the
cobbler, on 4th. street.
Vhe Santa Fe is
'the

FOR ALL KINDS OF

Harry

Sold by Sunnyside

WHAT HE DIDN'T

UNDERSTAND

Hired Man Realized That Domestic
Birds Were Weather Indicators,
But Couldn't See Why.
The city man on the honeysiickle-ciaporch smoked and listened to the
farm hand's talk. "Wenthor vanes is
wind indicators," said the farm hand,
"but chickens and turkeys by orlnus.
is wind prophets."
"Come off," said the city man.
"Gospel truth," declared the farm
band. "In a cam, when there ain't
oin to be no wind, the birds ailus
roost on the tree bonshs with their
heads alternatin' each way number
one faces east, number two west, number three north and so on. Thai's a
sign of cam. But suppostn'
there's
goln' to be a strong hlsh wind. Then
they ai roost, every mother's son on
'em, facln' it. Accordin' as they face,
so you can prophesy the wind will
blow before tnornin'.
"I figfier it out," said the farm hand,
"that in a cam the bunch faces different ways so as to look out for danger better. But If it's goln' to blow up
in the night, then tney tare the blow
so's they can best hang on to their
perch. What I can't figure out,
though, is how in the mischief they
smell that wind five or six hour.i before it's due."

tingits fast mail and passenger service.
The Honorable
Board of County
Commissioners have failed thus far to
act upon a petition of a large number
of our citizens praying for the appoint
ment of a Constable of this precinct."
They doubtless think that we do not
know what we do need and are willing
to leave us without an officer
There may come a time when some
of the aforementioned
County Commissioners rtill want some of the votes
of this bailiwick to elect thorn to office
again.
We have not been overlooked when
it came to raising revenue. The people
of this precinct want to know why we
can rot secure such a small boon from
this high authority.
Miss Carrie Bullock and Miss Jean
Barnes left Wednesday for the former
lady's claim north of town.

J. H. Keeling of Rockford, Ills.,
came in Thursday with his family and
will spend a few months here improv- ing his lands recently purchased under
the big canal.
Don Manuel Abreu, accompanied by
s,
prominent
paid the Review a pleasant
Messrs. Abreu and
call Thursday.
Sandoval have just finished shipping
their clips of 30,000 and 50,000 pounds
respectively of wool.
Don Isaac Sandovall,

While watching the broncho busting
the wild west
show boys treated us Tuesday, Pete
stopped a irlghted team
Franklin
from running away by grabbing the
lines and also stopped one mule's heels
Mule
by getting his slats too clcse.
and Fute both doing well.
on the plaza, to which

THE UNION CHURCH FUND,
The total amount subscribed toward site company's property and the gov- the Tnion Church building fund now ernment addition. This Will put it in
aggregates about $550,00. This is ex the exact center of the district to be
elusive of the two lots donated by the served and will also enable the congreFort Sumner Townsite Company this gation to file on a lot across the street
The exact location
before any concerted movement has for a parsonage.
will announced later on.
been made.
Sumner
Rev. John R. Gass, who is in charge "Every inhabitanLW-Fo- rt
of Presbyterian missionary work in should heartily support this movement
Ariioia and New Mexico, will be here j and lend every possible assistance to
again in a few days and an organized Dr. Gass and the local committee who
effort will be made to swell the sub- have the work in charge. The church
list immediately and start will be open to the use of all denomiscription
construction work on the church. Dr. nations and will be used as long as
Gass has promised that the Presby- needed for a school honse.
Even the poor man's mite helps in
terian Synod at New York will contribute one dollar for every two dollars this worthy labor; let us work together;
let each contribute what he can. Mrs.
that is raised by public subscription.
It is proposed tq locate the new R. C. Nisbet is treasurer.
church on the line between the town- -

t

,

Drugs and Medicines,
Toilet Goods,

Perfumery,

Soaps, Brushes,
And Syringes.
Ice Cold Drinks and Choice Candies
Of All Kinds.
uur Vaooas re rresn.
We sohat your 0ur Siock Ig Comp!ete. .
trade because 0ur Drjs Are Pure- -

We give you what you ask for.

The School Board held a meeting
Tuesday, the 2"th,,and elected Miss M.
Mrs.
Fame
Principal,
Blanchard,
Highsmith and Miss Clara Gerhardt,
assistants. The time for commencirg
school was not determined but wi 1
most likely be September 1st.

of the
Dr. C. Lukens, president
Roosevelt County Telephone company,
with George E. Scnggs, Superintendent, were in town this week with the
view of establishing a local exchange.
They selected a lot for building the
exchange building. The company has
local exchanges in Portales, Farwell,
Texico, Clovis and Melrose, and have
Blankfor
manager
over 250 miles of long dis.ance toll
Trammel,
Bryan
W. A. Tipton, Deputy U. S. Surveytrip
business
line.
a
made
Co.,
and
enship
or, has been Bick for several days, but
They will commence immediately to
He s.ij s that
will be able to commence the survey of to Portales this week.
in the install the exchange with all modern
especially
the "Sutton Grant" within the next Roosevelt county
vicinity of Portales is in a flourishing improvements.
ten days.
condition.
We notice Contractor Wells is getting his tools ready to punch holes in
J. O. Welborn is fencing a forty acre the concrete walls of the Frist National
tract under the ditch for Mr. Johnson Batik. Go to it, old timer! Maybe
of Chicago, who recently purchased you'll make it into the vault in about
need the
the land, and intends putting it under a week, and if you don't
money come around and see us.
cultivation at once.

i
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FORT SUMNER, GUADULUPE COUNTY, N. M., JULY 24, 1909.

Our Invitation

I

o

Fori
VCfL

"

On last Tuesday, G. R. Urton, Mana-

ger of the Cass Land and Cattle Co.,
filed a criminal complaint before

J.

A.

Perkins charging William Carter with
maliciously killing a two year old heifer belonging to the company.
The proof showed that the heifer
wa3 "locoed," and that she came to
the residence of Mr. Carter and tm
through the wire fence at Mrs. Carter,
and that Carter, seeing this, ran to
the house in defense of his family and
set his dog on the cow. which then
proceeded to chase him, running thru
the fence at him. finally however, with
the assistance of the dog and Carter's
cows, the heifer was finally overcom
with fatigue and lay down and died.
This was rather a remarkab.e case,
but the court was fully convinced that
the heifer was "locoed" and that Mr.
Carter used no more than lawful furo
in the protection of himself and family
and discharged the defendant

Vl

I.

ill

,1

FORT

SUMNER

FORT SUMNER

REVIEW

NEW MEXICO

NEW HHXICO

TEIIITOlIAL
NEWS

Thtí Wrights are all right.
Some oí the
for consolation.

are looking

In Africa are flred the shots heard

around the world.

The umbrella man is always
pared for a rainy day.

pre-

Cuba and Porto Rico must get out
of Uncle Sam's bad boy class.
Dr. Wiley says that 90 per cent, ol
the liquor sold as whisky is a fraud
But the jags It produces aren't

The arrival of twins caused a Perm
sylvania farmer to commit suicide. II
was altogether "two" much of a gootf
thing.
Nothing hinders the march of prosperity like arbitrary and unreasonable
action .on the part of either capital or
labor.
The race horse takes no pride In a
race. He would much prefer to remain at home discussing the merits o(

his oats.

No one need be surprised to learn
that there are grafters In Japan. There
were doubtless grafters In the days
of the cavemen.
British boo seems to be feared
in British theaters than even
bottles are feared by umpires in America.
A

more
coco-col-

a

New York is to introduce

summer

street cars that will have no end seats.
But the end seat hog will make himself felt In some other way.
It Is proposed to raise revenue by
charging foreigners admission to this
country. - The idea seems to be that
we are running too big a show for a
free show.
A Paris milliner has gone Insane,
says a cable dispatch. A lot of women over here are raving about their
hats, raving In much the same manner, we presume.
A Georgia preacher says it takes
from $3,000 to (5,000 a year to raise
a boy. If he is raised right, a good
portion of the money must be invested
In sole leather straps.

Highwaymen
In
Brooklyn
who
robbed a drunken man of 65 cents
got a sentence of seven years.
No
wonder, with all the modern improvements in opportunities, that Justice Is
disgusted when the majesty of the law
Is defiled fof leBs than a dollar.
From the way in which panicky Engthat England
will suddenly succumb to an unexpect
ed invasion by Germany it will not b
the fault of powerful suggestion If
Germany Is not hypnotized into trying
the feat bo thrust upon her notice.

lishmen are insisting

Yankee equlnes are winning recognition and prizes at the London horse
The day of the horse has by
show.
no means passed, notwithstanding the
progress In favor of the automobile.
The noble animal has qualities which
no mere machine, however admirable
in itself, can hope to rival.
Campaigning In Morocco is attended
by perils other than those which come
A
from the hostility of tribesmen.
column of Freueb troops and native
soldiers Is reported to have encountered such conditions that 34 men perished of heat and thirst. That is a
harsher fate than to fall on the firing
line.
A western university

professor pre-

dicts that the population of the
United States will soon overtake the
food supply.

Burial

Sanitarium

Mound Uncovered.

Incorporated.

The National Pythian Sanitarium
Santa Fe dispatch says: After
earchlng for six years for the burial Association filed incorporation papers
dwellat
Santa Fe on the 14th Inst, tinder
mound at the Puye communal
miles the benevolent associations clause ot
ing of 1.500 rooms, tweuty-flvnorthwest of Santa Fe. Dr. Edgar L. the incorporation act. The headquar
Hewett, director of the School of ters are at East Ia Vegas and FranAmerican Archeeology at Santa Fe, cis T. B. Fest is named as New Mex
ico agent. The trustees are George M.
has uncovered the mound.
Dr. Dexter, United States commis Hanson of Calais, Me., president;
was
Charles F. Easley of Santa Fe, vice
sioner of education in Porto Rico,
with him when the discovery was president; Otto G. Schaefer of East
Vegas, secretary and treasurer;
made and will remain two weeks
longer to clean out the treasure, which Thomas J. Carling. Macon, Ga.; Geo.
A

This fits In nicely with

the theory of the other professor who
Is the proper thing.
says
FoocT can be supplied and the popula-

tion kept down by the simple mode advocated, which will thus kill two
birds with one stone. It is not often
that the learned experts so neatly
dovetail their theories.

It the new sultan fails to meet the
requirements of the reformers, oi

should die, he will be succeeded by
Abdul Hamid's eldest son, Youssoul
Izzltdine, who is described as in every
respect a better man than Mehmed.
He is a scientist, and astronomer, a
'mathematician and a linguist.
This
being the case, It seems rather a pity
Ithat the law of Turkish succession
doe not allow the son to succeed the

a

Includes large amounts of pottery,
Implements and other articles, throw
ing much light on the civilization of
the Cliff Dwellers who occupied the
20,000 caves and communal dwellings
of the Pajarito, Just west of Santa Fe,
and in which Dr. Hewett has been
making discoveries the iast few years.
The articles taken out of the burial
mound will enrich the collections of
the territorial museum just established in the old palace at Santa Fe.

E. Samuels of Oakland, Calif.; Wm.
R. O'Neal of Orlando, Fla.; George G.

McConnell, Chicago; Howell Earnest
of Clayton, Charles M. Bernhardt of
East Las Vegas.
Under the Incorporation filings four
of the trustees are always to be residents of New Mexico.

Sandoval County Escapes Taxes.
An Albuquerque dispatch says: A
remarkable state of affairs In Sandoval county, just north of Bernalillo
county, has been revealed as a result
Chinese Smuggling Cases.
of investigations made by George S.
He
A Santa Fe dispatch of the 16th inst. Klock, the new district attorney.
no
says:
Mounted Policeman Rafael Go- has discovered that practically
taxes
paid
Sandoval
In
have
been
mes left last evening for Las Cruces
with Charles Maynard, the Santa Fe county since it was created out of
part of Bernalillo county, six years
conductor who In is the penitentiary
for conspiracy to smuggle Chinese into ago, and that back taxes amount to
100,000.
the United States. Maynard was taken nearly
The heavy property owners, mostly
to Las Cruces to testify against two
sheep
raisers,
have refused to pay
stealing
men arrested at El Paso for
their taxes and the situation has
a pillow with $1,500 from Mrs. May
nard, in the court room at Las Cruces, reached a point where the district attorney will take drastic action to corwhile Maynard was being tried.
rect this anomalous state of affairs.
A Santa Fe dispatch says:
Charles A. Reynolds of Albay, PhilipBurglar Taken to Colorado.
pine Islands, who has been lecturing
In the East on "The Truth of the PhilA Santa Fe dispatch says:
Parole
ippines," and who will deliver the lec- Officer Sydon of Canon City, Colo.,
e
ture at Clovls, will meet his
Wednesday took from the county Jail
friend. Governor Curry, at Mountainair Santa Fe's gentleman burglar, Fox,
next Wednesday, and come with him alias Louis Madril, who is wanted in
to Santa Fe to deliver his lecture here. Colorado to Berve out a sentence of
six years for burglary which he beCity Marshal's Son Shot.
gan serving January 6, 1908, escaping
A Roswell dispatch of the 15th Inst, April 16th of the same year.
says: City Marshal James C. ChamMadril also served part of a term
pion was notified this evening that a in Montana and then escaped. He is
has a gentlel;oy had been killed not far from his young in appearance,
Champion hurried to the manly demeanor and ingratiates himresidence.
place and found that his own son had self with prison officials, a fact which
dishas aided him in at least two escapes
been killed by the accidental
charge of a revolver. It was the old from penal institutions in two states.
story of the gun that wasn't loaded.
Injunction Dissolved.
Irwin Champion, aged twelve, was examining a weapon at the home of a
Judge McFie in the District Court
friend, Tyler Atkins, aged eleven, just at Santa Fe dissolved the temporary
across the street from the Champion injunction and refused to take jurisresidence, when killed.
diction, on the ground that real estate
The Atkins boy says they found the was Involved and that therefore the
gun, didn't ' "low it was loaded and case should be litigated in Otero
while playing with It young Cham-lio- n county, where the real estate 1b situaccidentally discharged it, killing ated, in the suit of the Sacramento
himself instantly.
Mountain Irrigation Company versus
Oliver M. Lee et al of Alamogordo, InHeavy Land Filings.
volving the water rights on the Sac
ofriver and tributaries In Otero
report
ramento
The
of the Santa Fe land
county, and part of widespread litigar
fice for the last fiscal year, made public on the 15th Inst., shows that there tion and proceedings reaching to the
were 3,161 filings last year, covering national capital, to Iowa, to Santa Fe
and to other points, which has been
1.060,586 acres. Of thee 2,747, covering 475,000 acres, were homestead fil- pending in various phases for many
covmonths.
ings, two were railroad selections
ering 441.000 acres, and two territoJapanese Marries Polish Girl.
rial selections covering 23.000 acres.
In the Roswell district the filings were
A wedding of unusual interest took
even larger, and In the other three displace at Las Vegas a few days since,
tricts business was as brisk as last when Frank S. Mada, a
year, so that the number of filings ex- Japanese, was married to Miss Katie
ceeds 15,000 and the acreage taken up Gallas, a Polish girl who came all the
exceeds 2,500,000 acres, a record way from Los Angeles to Las Vegas
which has been maintained for the to wed the Jap. They fell in love
last three years.
some years ago when Mada was cook
in a Los Angeles restaurant. Tney had
considerable difficulty in finding a
Albuquerque Sewer System.
An Albuquerque dispatch says: W. minister to tie the knot, a Mexican
alcalde in an outlying village finally
H. Glass, of Glass & Fisher, the
was consenting.
Calif., firm which
awarded the contract for the conThe two surveys from Silver City to
struction of the new $300,000 sanitary
sewer system here, announces
that the Gila and Mogollón country by En
his firm will oommenee work In two gineer Merlweather of the Good Roads
This system, the commission, were to be completed by
or three weeks.
bidding on which was active by vari- July 18th, and Territorial Engineer
ous eastern and Colorado firms, will Sullivan went to Sliver City to go over
require a big force for a year to con- both surveys, one of which is six miles
struct, and will be the biggest public shorter than the other, but much more
Improvement ever undertaken in New difficult and costly of construction. In
order to select the best route.
Mexico.
Rains Help Sheep Ranges.
Reports from the Inspectors received by Secretary Lee of the New Mexico sheep sanitary board show that
the recent rains In various parta of the
territory have relieved a critical situation among the sheep growers, and
that the Industry Is safe for the rest
of the season.
The work of dipping sheep will commence soon and there Is every Indication that with the range growing green
again and scabies rapidly disappearing, this Is likely to prove the most
successful season In the history of the
industry In New Mexico.

Lightning

Causes

Death.'

Santa Fe dispatch of the 12th last.
says: Lightning during a thunder
storm last week struck the house of
W. E. Rail, on a homestead near Ken- na, Chaves county, twelve times at Intervals of a minute apart.
A

H. N. Rutherford, who with his fam
ily was at the Rail house, was struck
by the first bolt and killed. The sec
d
ond stroke threw the
daughter of W. E. Rail to the floor and
it was twenty minutes before she was
revived.
father.
The third stroke hit the
' About one of the meanest species
daughter ot Rail, the fourth struck
of fraud is that reported from New
Rail and the fifth and sixth shocks
York, where oats shipped from the
struck Mrs. Rutherford's fourteen-monthto
largely
be
west are said
mixed with
old child. It was thrown ten
Territorial Engineer Sullivan haa feet out of the mother's arms.
barley to give a larger profit to the
shippers. On account of this diet an appointed Engineer W. A. Sutton of
The last stroke set the house on fire
assistant to Hydro-graphunusual number of work horses have Albuquerque
but It was extinguished by Mrs. Rail
Stewart of Denver, who haa with buckets of water. Mrs. Ruther.died, the fraud not only thus killing
the poor animals, but also Inflicting a been detailed by the Geological Survey ford and Mrs. Rail are sisters.
class
Mexico work.
New
in the community least for
loss on a
There were thirteen persons la the
M. C. Miller, for the past six and a house at the time of the storm.
able to bear It. But the modern busiThe
ness pirate has no more compassion half years deputy in the office of Ter- fact that the house had a tin roof, was
than his prototype of old who made ritorial Auditor William G. Sargent the only object rising above the plain
his victims walk the plank.
will retire August 1st for health rea- and was evidently the center of the
sons. Charles W. Fairfield haa been terrific storm, is thought to account
The Pittsburg Dispatch advises us appointed to succeed Miller.
for the terrific visitation.
to "keep one umbrella at home and
John Donohoe, a prominent young
office."
the
Please
send man of Albuquerque, found guilty of
Holding Comanother at
The Spanish-America- n
your recipe for keeping the one at the shooting and killing of
pany of Socorro has filed IncorporaJustlniano
papers with headquarters at Sotion
the office.
Chaves In a saloon brawl, was sen- corro, and with capitalization
of $60,-00The directors are A. C. Torres,
What fate has on the carpet Is al- tenced by District Judge Abbot to ten
years
twenty
Abeyta,
penite
B. V.
to
Abra
in
ilary.
Amado
Chaves,
the
ways of anxious Interest to me, but
It is particularly so now to learn what An appeal was taken to the Sup erne Sanchez and Amos E. Green.
On the 16th Inst. Estanlslado MonCourt. The case was a sensational
ahe has on the Turkey carpet
tano, aged twenty-four- ,
serving three
one, owing to the prominence of the years for burglary,
and Evaristo Mon-toyMan was the first gossip, says a accused and the fact that several othaged thirty-six- ,
serving two and
Chicago woman. And see how quick- er young men of good families were a half years for larceny, escaped from
ly the poor male creature was outdls mixed up in the
affair, which, after the convict gang at work in the clay
jtanced, despite that handicap!
Santa Fe, and headed toall the evidence was in, waB still banks nearUpper
ward the
Pecos.
The bloodwrapped In mystery.
hounds put on their trail lout It

More About the Gallup Line.
Special Round Trip Homeseakers"
An Albuquerque dispatch says: That
Rates to New Mexico and Texas.
the Southern Pacific Railway ComOn the first and third Tuesdays of
pany ha decided to build a north and
each month, during the entire year,
south railway, connecting Durango,
Colo., with the great mining disthe Colorado & Southern Railway will
tricts of southern Arizona and bringsell round trip Homeseekers' tickets
ing the coal field into touch with the
to a great many points in New Mexico
the copper camps, is shown by the REVISION DOWNWARD SEEMS AS- and Texas at one fare plus $2.00 for
faot that J. W. Reagan, one of the
the round trip. Final limit twenty-f!4SURED ON IRON ORE, OIL,
privU-egechief engineers of the Southern Pacidays, allowing liberal stop-ove- r
HIDES, COAL, LUMBER.
fic, has started into the field from GalFor detailed information, rat
lup, N. M., with a surveying force of
etc., call on the Colorado & Southern
agent, or address T. E. Fisher, General
fifty men and forty mules to transport supplies.
Passenger Agent, Denver, Colorado.
The men will go over the old survey CHANGE OF SENTIMENT
Easily Answered.
of the Arizona ft Colorado railway to
Patience How did he take It when
Karmington.
That the road means
refused him his daughter's
father
the
business is shown by a letter written CONCLUSION OF CONFERENCES hand- by Epes Randolph, head of the RanPatrice That's what he didn't do
ON WOOL SCHEDULE SATISdolph lines of the Southern Pacific, to
take it Yonkers Statesman.
the secretary of the Durango board of
WYOMING
SENATORS.
FIES
trade, in which he practically states
It is better to be honest than to be
that the north and south line wtll be
smart. There are a great many smart
built.
Washington. President Taft will men in Jail, but few honest men.
The railroad will pass through Gal- win his fight for free or reduced rates
lup and will penetrate the great tim- of duty on raw materials.
ber and coal lands of western and
DENVER DIRECTORY
Nearly every member of the confernorthwest New Mexico, whose re ence on the tariff bill conceded this
sources are lying dormant for lack of Saturday.
transportation.
The Indications are that when the
new tariff bill becomes a law the
Airship for New Mexico Fair.
rates on the articles which the PresiplT
For a hort timeeeaaie.
An Albuquerque dlBpatch of the 12th dent desired to come in free will be aa
we offer this
horn.
teel
inst, says: A contract was signed follows:
aW
d
cinches,
per
40c
management
of
Iron ore, free (present rate
here tonight by the
Inch skirts,
tlrrup leathera,
annual New Mexico ton).
the twenty-nint- h
- un.- learnerwarranted
In ev-r- y
rups,
Oil, free (now protected by counterfair with W. T. Lester, representing
respect, and equal
AAnm Mil for t4t
the Strobel airships, by which the lat- vailing duty).
iverywhere. Catalogue
Hides, IVi per cent, ad valorem
est product of the inventive genius of
tree.
Strobel will make daily ascents here (present rate, 15 per cent).
The Fred Mueller
during the fair next October.
SaddleHHarnetiCa.
Coal, 45c per ton ( present rates 67c) .
lArlmer B..
The aviators In charge will be LinLumber, probably $1.25 on rough,
Denver. Colo.
coln Beachey and Captain Jack Dal- with senate rates on finished. This
las, who are among the most famous would be a material reduction through- DUN I,I LUUn
Dealer In all kinds ol catalI
Mammoth
CHANDIHB.
and successful aerial navigators In the out the lumber schedule.
og mailed free. Cor. lflth and Blake, Denver.
country.
It was not believed the President
This Is the first time Strobel would be able to put hides, lumber or BROWN PALACE HOTEL ?SSS
EnroptMUl 1 lul. i.ou tvaa vvwra
airship has appear In the Southwest, coal on the free list; but it was acand It Is expected to bring thousands knowledged that any reduction in
"om
HOUSE T"
of visitors to the fair.
rates of the pending bill on these art- THE AMERICAN
American rían sxuu ana upward.
The success of the fair here is fur icles would amount to an administrarOI.I.ECTIONS.
ther assured by the fact that Presi tion triumph.
YOUR COLLECTIONS TO THB
dent Taft has so arranged his Itinerary
In effect the President was told by SEND
OK
IKJPt
WESTERN STATES KJVLiLitUKJi Myatt,
as to stop off one day in Albuquerque, the conference committee that if iron CREDIT AGENCY,825-- 8Alfred J. Bldg-.- ,
Cooper
suite
probably October 13th or 14th, during ore, oil, coal, hides or lumber were manager,
Denver, Colo.
the carnival. He has a date in El Paso put on the free list, or the rates reOctober 15th and a proposed plan to duced below the figures adopted In the BARBERS' SUPPLIES & CUTLERY
visit the Grand canon en route from Senate, "ho would have to get the
Grinding and Repairing oí all kinds of
Loa Angeles east, makes his presence
Correvotes."
Hazors ground ready for use. BIER-GKand Mail Orders solicited.
here a certainty.
It was recogr.ized that it would be spondence
BROS. SUPPLY CO.. 1438 Larimer St.,
Colo.
Denver,
impossible to put hides, lumber and
coal on the free list if the conference
Proposed Gallup-DurangLine.
report was to be adopted by the Sen- IRON PIPE AND TOOLS
The Denver Republican, July 10th, ate. Neither was it believed rates on ttiolH. We crry a targe stock of second-hanpip
says: Evidence as recounted In the
of any sizen. Get our prices, Tbe Havens Bros.
Mffi-Wnzee Street, Denver.
Co.,
Phone
Kepubllcan on several occasions to the these articles could be reduced.
Main 2178.
That a change of sentiment has
effect that Harrlman intends In the taken
In the Senate In the matnear future to build from his Southern ter of place
Separs- iron ore and free oil was a
dhhi in
Pacific lines in New Mexico to the matter free
common gossip about the
and
of
Is
by
multiplied
Durango coal fields
an capítol Saturday.
cheapest In price. Write for Our Catalog, THB
L. A. WATKIN8 MERCHANDISE CO..
application from Southern Pacific enas confidently
just
staled
lino iu isa i vvAzee street, Denver, uoio.
w.'.i
It
gineers, at Gallup, N. M., to H. A. Sum
that the 15 per cent, ad valorem rate
ner, chief engineer of the Moffat road, on
RELIABLE : PROMPT
hides would have to be cut In half.
for engineers and surveyors to run a
on the tariff hill have
Gold, 75c; Gold and SilThe
ver. 11.00: Gold. Silver
line for the proposed road from Gal- reached conferees
a conclusion on the wool and Copper, $1.50. Gold and Silver refined
lup to Durango. It is more than likely
ana bougnt. write ior tree mailing bucks.
Under the agreement the OGDEN
ASSAY CO., 1536 Court Place, Den
that the line will eventually be ex schedule.
Dingley
act
rates on first, second and ver, Colo.
to Pueblo third-clas- s
tended from Farmington
will be maintained
wools
When you
and Denver.
come call
i o
unchanged. There is a change on tops SPORTING GOODS Denver,
The proposed link will give Harrl and a reduction
on U8. The
yarns.
cheap
in
cheapest place to buy the beat Guns, Amman a line from Chicago Into Old Mexmunition, Fishing Tackle, Hunting Clothtaff,
lowers the Bane
committee
also
The
ico and also Bupply a necessarw inteBall and Athletic Goods.
Mail orders
The G. G. Pickett Sporting Goods
gral part of a line from Seattle to the duty 5 per cent, on importations of solicited.
Co., opposite Postoffice. 1537 Arapahoe St.
cheaper
grades of dress goods consistFarming-toMexico.
The
coast
of
west
ing of a mixture of cotton and wool.
WANTED.
branch of the D. & R. G., which
changes and reductions, Senator
Capable, earnest men and women for
cost $1,000,000, will be part of the pro- The
placing
protected
no
manner
in
Warren
injure
states,
the
investment stock
posed new line, if recent reports con
one of the oldest financial corporathe wool growers. Thpy were not of
altions in Colorado, stock is payable by
cerning an alleged
instalments If desired. This is the best,
consented to by the Senate conferees
liance are true.
most attractive and profitable ever ofuntil after the assurance was received
fered the general public. Add reel,
Warren, Carter and Manager, Box 704, Denver, Colorado.
from Senators
El Pasoans have contracted for
Smoot that they would be acceptable
feet of timber on the Sacra- to the wool growing states.
The M.J.O'FALLON SUPPLY CO.
mento forest reserve. The lumber will
WHOLESALE
be shipped from Tularosa.
Weston Reaches San Francisco.
Plumbing: and Steam Goods
Superintendent of Public Instruction
San Francisco. Showing no trace
Boilers and radiators for heating residences
public buildings. General steam and waJ. E. Clark is working on a compila- of weariness and fatigue that might be and
ter works supplies; pipe and fittings, valves
packing. Brass pipe, sewer pipe, cement,
tion of plans for public school build- expected from his 4,000 mile "hike" and
garden
hose. Are hose, etc. Inquire for our
ings adapted to New Mexico.
across the continent, Edward Payson special pipe cutting tools. Write for general
information. OFFICE, 1618 WYNKOOP ST..
aged
county
Weston,
Otero
pedestrian
of
who
the
DENVER, COLORADO.
commissioners
The
county have decided to build the walked from New York to San Franseenlc highway from Alamogordo to cisco, Thursday morning delivered to INNER-PLAYE- R
High Rolls, In the Sacramento moun- Postmaster Arthur G. Flsk the letter
he had brought from Postmaster Mortains, at a cost of $12,000.
Tumbling headlong Into a pail of gan of New York. After a good night's
Only player
the human tonch, easy to piar
sleep, Weston walked to the post-offic- as read a book. withPrices
00 to firm easy terms.
milk and clabber, the
followed by a crowd of enthus- Good used pianos, (136 up.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Gable,
KNIGHT-LOCK- E
THE
PIANO COMPANY
of Lalban, N. M., was suffocated and iastic admirers.
1640 to I6U California Street, Near 17th
While disappointed that he exceeded
died a few hours afterward.
his schedule by several days, the seventyThe Capital City bank filed Incor- -year-old
athlete declared
he
poration papers on the 16th inst, giv- never felt better, and believed that
that he
ing Santa Fe Its third bank. The cap- could make the return trip to
Better, handier, cleaner, cheaper thn
New any
other. For sharpening raiore
ital Is $30,000, and quarters for the in- York In ninety days.
or dental Instrumenta.
to any address for 60c. Writs Postpaid
stitution are now being prepared. The
for aam-pl- e
or agenc.
Agent! make much
directors are James W. Norment, A. J.
Colorado's Wheat Crop.
money.
Oreen and C. L. Bowlda.
MIRROR WORKS C- ODenver. A conservative estimate of ICHE1DEMF.
Mfra, of Mlrrora and Art Gum. 154a
Inspectors have recommended to the the value of the wheat crop In eastern
Blake St.. Denver.
540
Washington
that
at
authorities
Colorado for the present year Is $6,250,-00miles of trails and wagon roads be
based on 250,000 sown, a yield ot E. E. BURLINGAME &. CO.,
constructed on the Alamo forest In twenty-fiv- e
bushels per acre, and $1 ASSAY
OFFICE AN0
Southern New Mexico and the govern- per bushel for the product.
ment has approved the plan for 15S
The above figures are all placed at Ertabllihed in Colorado, IBM. Samples bymallot
express
willreoeirepromptandoarehilattentioB
miles of wagon roads and 222 miles the minimum, sb it is likely that acreof trails, which Will open that beauti- age, average yield and price per Gold &Sllvsr Bullion R"Md- AMAuSmiAtIon'a'nI)
CONCENTRATION,
Undoubtedly,
traffic.
reserve
to
ful
bushel are low. While the exceptional
the same work will be accomplished yield Is due largely this year to the CYANIDE TESTS " d
J carload lota.
Write for terms.
1738-173- 8
In time for the Pecos and Jemez re- heavy rainfall, the farmers of
Lawrence St., Denver, Col.
eastern
serves.
Colorado are planning more Irrigation
The lifeless body of Charles W. works and taking as few chances as
Goodwin was found on the 11th Inst. possible on losses by a dry year.
in his eabln near Willard, N. M., with
Heavy Earthquake Loases,
a dead cat clasped in his arms, the
man and the cat having been simulAthens The earthquake Thursday
AND
taneously killed by a bolt of lightning demonlshed 400 houses In the village
PLAYER PIANOS
Goodwin's
off
shoes
tore
the
which
of Havarl. Thirty persons lost their
Oet quotations from the
feet and burned a ghastly streak down lives at that point and a number were
the full length of his body. The bolt Injured.
Neighboring
KNIGHT-CAMPBE- LL
villages
sufhad evidently entered the roof and fered great damage. All the houses
Co- Colorado'.
struck the man down as he was stand- of Amalalva were rendered uninhaband
mn.le house I.rireai
since 1ST
ing by a window fondling his pet oat. itable.
Because the well on ber place beGreat Lo Angelas Festival.
tween Lake Arthur and Hagerman
L
Los Angeles. Surpassing in magnifMUSIC CO.
could not be made to flow, Miss LeverMitWH
call,ornl
ing, aged sixty, took carbolic add and icence and variety any parade ever bestH Denver.
,me
Cata!oí!,.m?"
fore seen in southern California, the
died a few hours afterward.
iour new Pln
? SSue;
Territorial Engineer Sullivan has Midsummer and Allegorical Festival
" fu" 'n'"rmHon
inS
your
and
pi
of
Parade
Nations
Kn7
was viewed Frigranted L. T. Hardy his application
spectators crowded
Name
for the waters of the Santa Crus river day by 800,000
along the five-mil- e
Une of march, which
In northern Santa Fe county, to deAddress
procession in honor of the Elks'
velop 1,000 horse power for milling the
Fully 15,000 peoreunion traversed.
and other purposes at Española, with ple took part in the pageant,
whose HOWARD E. BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST
the provision that the waters shall be length was seven miles, and long
. ..,r,, ui,tlAIl
returned undiminished to the river the first division had disbanded, after
the
" .'?- and safeguarding the rights of those seventh was still being arranged at .:rm?.irlr:d0?.'&,r"a'
Maniría .n.i.n.:
PPr.
the starting point
using the waters for Irrigation.
work
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and Job Work

and then on "general principles,
and prevent him from taking any
comfort. If his load is not heavy,
oblige him to go much faster to
make up for it Tie your man's
head back in an unnatural position
with his eyes toward the sun-Thwill give him a fine appearance and prevent sUimbTin.
In winter remove his clothing
to "prevent his taking cold."
He will also.dry quicker when
you overwork 'fairn. Men thus
treated are much healthier than
when allowed winter clothing.
Springer Stockman.

IBLANKE

on application.
Bills due on the first day of the month.
Address all letters to the "Review
Publishing Company."

Wholesale and Retail

is

Entered as second class mail matter

at the

post offiee in Suunyside, N. M.

Devoted to the interests of Fort
Sumner, of Guadalupe County, and oi
New Mexico.

SATURDAY.

JULY 24

The crop outlook throughout

the United States is

much

THE NEWEST

better

today then it was at the same
time last year, which augurs well
for the complete return of prosperity this fall. It is the product
of the farms that forms the basis
g
of this nation
of the
and even of this Territory. New
Mexico's greatest increase in
wealth of late years is not due to
its mines, for these have steadily
declined in production, not to its
railroads for these have only
lately resumed construction work;
not to its stock industry for New
Movi'o has a less number of
sheep and cattle than it has had
in nnv vear for a decade or more,
hut. to the great increase in the
area and production of its farms.
This the case not only in sections where the inflow of immigration has been the greatest, but
also in places like the Mesilla and
Belen valleys. Las Cruces always
was dull from a business standpoint during the summer months,
but it is not so tnis summer, iur
the cantaloupe industry makes
July and August among the
busiest months of the year. Thousands of crates will be shipped
and will place cantaloupes on the
market long before the Rocky
Ford melons. Thus, by the development of new branches of
agriculture and extending the old
prosperity comes to entire communities, far more permanently
than from mine development or
the planting of new manufacturing enterprises. --- Albuquerque
Journal.
Senator Taylor, of Tennessee,
enlivened the senate proceedings
by telling this story:"Our country
had been decimated by war,
humiliated by reconstruction and
weighed down by the highest
tariff taxation this world has ever
known, and we were in bad
plight We were in the condition
of the good old praying member
of the church who was afflicted
all at once with every disease in
the catalogue. He had aneurism
and curvature of the spine and
was finallv stricken with paraly- iia- - hut after months of suffering
be got better and went shambling
one evening to prayer meeting.
The old preacher rose and said.
"Now brethren, I want us to
have a good time here tonight. I
want every one of you to get up
and tell what the Lord has done
for you. Thene is Brother Jones,
God bless him; he has been afflicted and hasn't been with us for
many months. Brother Jones,
get up and tell us what the Lord
Brother
has done for you,"
Jones arose and hobbled out in
the aisle, and said: "Well, he's
about ruint me" Commoner- -

GOODS, THE

OF DRY

CLEANEST STOCK OF GROCERIES, BEST

HARDWARE AND IMPLEMENTS

well-bein-

y

LINE

We Get Our Goods in Carload Lots and Sell Them at
Living Prices. Dry Goods, Groceries, Hardware, Etc.,
Have Just Been Received.

you find it convenient to asentí
to him. It is a good plan to ap-- !
dIv the whip frequently on a man
who is at work. No ..matter if
he is doing his best, hit him now

'

The House That Handles Everything

That Always Carries a Full Supply

TROUBLE

FOR BOYISH

KNIGHT

Officer Arreeteá
Police
Unfeeling
Youth in the Act of Kisslnfl Away

Sweetheart'

Teart.

It's a pity a boy can't kiss away h!
sweetheart's tears without a Big.
policeman taking them

ort, the New
both to the children's
York Evening Telegram says.
Any fellow would have acted Jnst as
Jacob Klnsler did. especially If be was
as fond of his sweetheart as Jacob Is
of Susie Stahl. Jaeoh Is a manly little
chap of 15 and Susie, two years his
Junior, Is one of the prettiest Utile
girls on the east side.
ex"We wasn't regular kissing,"
plained Jacob. "I'll tell you how it
was. A boy nearly twice as big s t
am came along and slapped Susie and
she began to erf.
"Why didn't you tackle Mm?" asked
the court.
"lie was too big for me to lick,. and
I let him go.
lint 1 did the next best
thing. Susie was eryim? somepin
fierce, and I just grabbed her and was
kissing away her tears when the cop
came along and said I was vlolatlns
the law. 1 didn't know what he meant,
and as Susie kept on crying I keyt oa
kissing. Then the cop stepped up."
"Yun and Susie may go now." said
the court to Jacob. "The next time
she cries give her your handkerchief--"
when you see a cop coming."

aa nmnfífWncr i nrlivíi lililí C
who reaHy believe that New
Íj Mexico is going to get statehood
j

read with jome interest the fol- lowing paragraph from a letter
of Frank B. Lord io the National
Monthly; " 'Let it bo understood
at the outnet that Nelson
Aldrieh is the 'United
States senate. George Peadody
Wetmore is his colfeague for the
reason that the constitution of
the United States permits each
state in the union to enjoy the
Drivalese of having two repre
sentatives in the upper house of
I lie other
national legislature.
91 members ar-- merely the pawn,
which Aldrieh moves about the
chess board of legislation as he
wills. His is the master hand that
shapes the laws wherever the
interests of the 'Interests' are
He is the pilot wha
concerned.
guides the treasure- laden ship of
state through the shoals of poli
tics and lands her rich cargo upon
the wharves of Special Privalege.
When one knows the power ot
Aldrieh and the things he does.
it is small wonder that he is re
ferred to as the 'general mana-agof the United States. ' This
is the man who had a short and
decisive conversation on the
floor of the senate with Govenor
Curry last winter concerning the
statehood lobby. The result of
this conversation was that the
govenor effaced himself from
How to Treat a Man,
Washington and 47 republican
(By a Horse.)
senators voted against taking up
Whpn a man drons from sheer the statehood bilL
Mr. Aldrieh
exhaustion or illness, promptly is just as much opposed to the
seize an endboard or a carstake, admission of New Mexico now as
and pound him on the head and he was last March and his influ
on the ribs. If this does not f v ence in the senate is not dimin
rpruinerate him. kick him vio ished. He controls ' more senaThis tors than Andrews. "
lently in the stomach.
y
treatment will restore him if
adhered to. If a man finds
His Dilemma.
I wat
(ervoutly
his load too heavy, and feels that
Customer
to take home to dinner. Unit will strain him to proceed, kick beefsteak guest,
you know. Wife tele
off a fence board and knocK nun expected
phoned me to get the steaic. jane alhim
hammer
down and then
ways buys the meat herself, you eee,
thoroughly. This will give him and she's aw'fly particular. What
you got?
renewed energy, and he will make have
Well,
Thb Butcher (encouragingly)
no fuss. But do not on any ac wot do you Bay to a nice Juicy portercount reduce his load. It a man house, cut thick; or maybe you'd prea couple o' cuts of tenderloin?
refuses to drink when you give ferCustomer
(still more nervously)
him water, do not'give him any Well. I'm blest If I know which. Say.
have a couple o'
for two days. That will "teach you couldn't lemme
samples to take home an' show her,
any
time
at
thirsty
be
to
him"
could you? It's only a half dozen
links f.om r.ere.

WE SELL YOU ONLY GOOD GOODS

Wil-mai- lh

Always Give You Value Received
and Appreciate Your Patronage

ankens hip & C o.
at the old stand of KATZ & PARDUE
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VIRTURE BRINGS ITS OWN REWARD

lady's daughter about it and
A Few Suggestions.
To the man who ate too much duck
they were marriad.
and suffered Indigestion thereby, we
"They had a lovely wedding suggest that he consult a quack dochad
tor.
and the next week they
The man who marries a grass widow
twins. Thus you see tnai viruuc must
not expect necessarily to live In
ocorro
"
-Sbrings its own reward.
clover.
Even If you are an Englishman,
Chief tan.
'ugging is 'armless.

"Once upon a time there was
young man who was in
poor
a
love with a rich girl whose mother had a large candy store. The
The poor young man was to
marry the candy lady's daughter,
but was too poor to buy furni
Suez Once a Natural Channel.
There Is every reason to believe that
A certain teacher of a country ture. One day a bad man came
3.000 years ago, In the time of
school near Brady, who was quite to him and offered him $25 if he some
King Solomon, there was an open
proud of her class of bright would become a drunkard. The channel through Suez, by which tne
youngsters, arranged theprogram poor young man was dreadfully light draft vessels of the Phoenicians
through on their voyages to
so as to include a treat for the tempted because he wanted to rje passed
Asia and to the gold regions of Opbir,
marry
pnoutrh
candy
to
the
to
riih
children. Each child was told
which aTe now known to be In Africa,
coast of
Dreüare an essay. The subjects lady's beautiful daughter, but and reached fromIn thetheeastcourse
of
continent,
were to be chosen and the essays' when he got to the saloon door that
(the
Mediterranean
the two seas
time
said,
"I
written without the aid or know- with the bad man, he
and the Red), by action of the waves,
channel, and
ledge of grown persons. There will not break my pledge even Alia, un tin nminecttng was
opened by
tt remained until It
were a.number of parents present to be rich. Get thee behind me so
the French under De Lesseps for trafand
home
went
So
be
drawis
Satan.'
when the day came. It
fic November 17, 1S69, at a cost of
subsequent
ing it mild to say that they were on his way he found a pocket-boo- k about $85,000,000. It wascost.
with $1,000,000 in gold in ly enlarged at moderate
delighted when a littie maid of
pight yetr? read the following it lie went and told the candy
essay on t!.c suject:
i

don't think that
It's 'armful.

Says a poet. "If misfortune

over-

takes you, smile." Very good advice,
but suppose that misfortune overtakes
you In a strictly prohibition town?
Never carry your civic pride too
far like the Minneapolis congregation which rose and left the church
one Sunday because the minister took
his text from
Magazine.

St.

Pinesalve, carbolized,

ouuemmi.

is good

for burns. It penetrates the pores

draws out inflamation, and is
healing. It is also good for cuts,
sores and bruises. Sold by Suunyside Drug Co.

ul-l-

per-sistl-

I

Dainty Lingerie

WHY PEOPLE SUFFER.
Too often the kidneys are the cause
and the sufferer Is not aware of It
Sick kidneys bring backache and side
pains, lameness and stiffness, dizal-nes- s,
headaches, tired feeling, urinary
troubles. Doan s Kidney Pills cure the
cause. Mrs. N. B.
Q r a v e s, . Vlllisca,
owa, says: "I suffered from kidney
for years.
trouble
The secretions were
disordered,
there
were pains In my back and swellings
smotherhad
of the ankles. Often I
ing spells. I had to be helped about
Doan's Kidney Fills cured me five
years ago and I have been well since.
They saved my life."
Remember the name Doan's. For
50 cents a box.
sale by all dealers.
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N.

THE

NOT

BUTCHER'S FAULT.

Customer That lamb you
sent me, Mr. Stlntwalte, was the
largest and toughest I ever saw.
Mr. Stlntwalte Tut, tut. It's that
boy been loitering again. I assure you,
when that joint left the shop It was
the sweetst little leg of lamb you
could set eyes on, and I gave him
strict orders to deliver It at once because you wanted it young.
Mm.

very
who are making their trousseaux will be interested in this
underlinen, which, although being very pretty, is quite simple
The drawers at top corner are a French pattern,
practical.
The chemise
trimmed with Valenciennes lace and embroidery beading.
below has yoke of insertion, headed by beading; then comes a nightgown,
wear,
trimmed with insertion and tucks. The camisole at top Is for evening
The
and is made in piece embroidery, with insertion shoulder straps.
lower camlBole has a yoke of insertion; the combinations are to match, and
emhave French legs. The Empire bodice of the nightdress is of piece
broidery.
2 yards 36 inches wide, 2 yards valen-yar- d
Material required: Drawers:
beading, 4 yards ribbon.
yard beading,
Í4 yard 36 inches wide, 4 yards insertion, 1
Camisole:
2tt yards ribbon, 2hi yards lace.
18
inches wide.
Nightdress: 6 yards 36 Inches wide, 2 yards embroidery
yard 36 inches wide, 2 yards embroidery 18 inches wide,
Camisole:
embroidery edging, 2 yards ribbon.
18 inches wide, 2 yards beading, 1 yard
1 yard embroidery
Camisole:
ft yardB ribbon, 24 yards lace.
Combinatioa:
24 yards 36 inches wide, 4 yards insertion, 34 yards
beading, 24 yards wide and 3 yards narrow lace, 64 yards ribbon.
Nightdress: 6 yards 36 Inches wide, 2 yardB embroidery 18 inches wide,
3 yards beading, 3 yards ribbon, 2 yards wide and 1 yard narrow lace, 2
yards embroidery insertion.

GIRLS

VALUE OF THE COLORED SLIP
With

V;

CUIRASS

STYLE

IS

POPULAR

a Number of These a Good For Young Girls It Is Acknowledged
One of the Most Effective
White Frock Can Be Worn
of the Season.
on Many Occasions.

The cuirass style of gown has
The girl with little money and a
great need for pretty clothes would brought about an effective combinado well well to remember that old but tion of net covered with embroidery
none the less clever device of using and other materials. One of the popular evening frocks for a girl who has
colored slips over a white gown.
Girls who could not afford both a a good figure is a gracefully fitted
olaes day dress and a commencement cuirass which extends to the hips, and
long skirt. The fordress bought a nice white frock and a
wore it on class day over a colored mer is made of coarse net covered
usuembroidery
with
and
flat
accessories,
a
of silk soucolored
slip, with
tache, and the Jatter of messaline with
ally flowers to match.
knife-plaite-

By having various slips, of lawn or
silk, a good white frock may be worn
upon an endless number of occasions.
Besides providing a change of costume, the slip actually protects the
gown and helps to keep it fresh.
A thin gown frequently looks better,
hangs better, with a slip than without
one.
There are various accessories which
may be had to match; sash, necklace
or pendant, stockings and even shoes,
and, where possible, flowers.
Charming and inexpensive frocks
may be made of white eyelet, embroidered In a color and worn over a slip
of the same color.

PRETTY

SILK

a scroll of the soutache outlining the
top of hem. This has tight elbow
sleeves fastened with frills of lace
and is cut into a Dutch neck outlined
with a flat band of Valenciennes lace
or a tucker of fine white net run with
a colored silk ribbon. This frock is
fastened down the back with lace
buttons.
The original model came out in
linen with the cuirass of coarse net
covered with an Egyptian design of
fine soutache.
It ran straight to the
neckband and was finished with a
Dutch collar of baby Irish lace. The
sleeves are long, almost tight-fittinand finished with a turnover cuff of
baby Irish.

BLOUSE.

The princess costume Is a feature
of the season.
The pointed waistline is a novelty
after the straight cross effects of the
empire cut.
Stripes are not as wide as they
were last year In men's shirtings; nor
are they as fancy.
Among the materials used for bathing suits are mohair, fine serge, taffeta and silk serge.
Some of the newest and smartest
of skirt and coat costumes are being
made without sleeves.
The princess, both fitting and semi-fittinthe directolre and the empire,
are all holding their own.
Necklaces of small cut Jet beads will
be worn much this summer by those
who favor the collarless gown.

Shantung for Summer.
Blouse of silk trimmed with wide
For omfortable summer suits, fine
bands of embroidery simulating a bo- serge with shantung for the coat, both

i

lero and laced In front with ribbon. In the same shade, is being employed.
The gulmpe and underBleeves are of
Such suits are finished simply, the
talle.
only braiding often being on the turndown collar, which comes only to the
Woven of Linen.
side of the front and around
the
For the stout woman there are sleeves at the hands and possibly
beautiful combination garments even above and below the elbows.
The fancy for trimming
sleeves
thinner than the usual batiste and
linen affairs made by the perfect around and áround at different parts
growing
is
arm
a
They
low
one.
A
are
of
the
seamstress.
necked
waist
which a girl has just embroidered for
and of knee length.
combiherself has a band of embroidery near
Those
nations are of exquisite make and the shoulder, another on the arm bebeautiful finish the really best gar- low the elbow and another at the
ment for the would-b- e hipless.
wrist.

for Sympathy,
Two matrons of a certain western
respective matrimonial
city, whose
ventures did not in the first instance
prove altogether satisfactory, met at
a woman's club one day, when the
first matron remarked:
"Hattle, I met your 'ex,' dear old
We
Tom, the day before yesterday.
talked much of you."
ma"Is that so?" asked the other
tron. "Did he seem sorry when you
told him of my second marriage?"
"Indeed, he did; and Bald so most
A Case

priimocious
Ornanize a

Heir to Throne of Russia Amuset
His Sisters.
Lad Who Some Day Will Be Czar
Sturdy Little Fellow Education
of Royal Children Once

local Telephone System
t

Far Stricter.
Petersburg. The handsome,
sturdy little fellow who will one day
be czar of all the RuBslas, bas not
yet apparently entered upon the more

HOME

TESTING

Western Ehtf

Rural Telephones

In use in thousands of communities. The equipment it the
This means most reliable
standard Bell Telephone apparatus.
and economical service.
in cost easily within
is
moderate
telephone
system
This rural
the reach of the average farmer.

an

, If you an interetted, cut oat this advertuement, writ
to
pour nam and addrea on the margin and mail it
our nearett home. We will tend free Bulletin No. 106 OH
how to build rural telephone Une and thetr co$t.
to-d-

WESTERN ELECTRIC
COMPANY
EASTERN

New York, Boston, Philadelphia,

ToV.
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Spoken from Experience.

Life has one great purpose,
growth of character. Wesley.

the

Mm. Wlnatow'a Soothing Hyrnp.
teething, sof tens the fiiirai, redueel Inallay. palQ.curss wtnd collu. Dfic a bottle.

For children
flammation,

Only a putty life Is afraid

of being

worn out.

W.

U.. DENVER,

N.

Clrjrw
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PERRY nAVlS' PAINKILLER
ForaMiddt'nchillori'uld llnstsad of whiskey) use
Painkiller. Kurctillc.dlarrbeii and summer complaint
tniu medicine never falls. Ü6c, tóc or bUc bullies.

NO.

TOILET ANTISEPTIC
NOTHING LIKE IT FOR
excelr any tJtifric
TUP TPITTU P"1""6
in cleaning whitening and
removing tartar from the teeth, besides depraving,
all germs of decay and disease which otdutuy
tooth preparations cannot do.

IT II O I ITU
TU
MUM 1 n
Fib

used as a mouth- -I
P
wash disinfects the mouth-anthroat, purifies the breath, and kills the senna,
which collect in the mouth, causing sore throat,
bed teeth, bad breath, grippe, and much sickness.
wieo Kflamed tired, ache
TUP
and bum, may be instantly
relieved and strengthened
by Paxhoe.
Paxtine will destroy the gene
PATARDU
wA I
that cause catarrh, heat the in
flammation and stop the discharge.
It is a au- lemrdy for uterine catarrh.
Paxtine is a harmless yet powerful
fiermicide,disinie3ant
and deodorizer, i
Used in bathing it destroys odors and 1
leaves the body antuepUcally clean.

PYPC

Mfinn

Grand Duke Alexis Nikolaievitch.

To decide the all Important question of coffee, whether or not it Is
really the hidden cause of physical
ails and approaching fixed diseases,
one should make a test of ten days by
leaving off coffee entirely and using
well-mad- e
Postum.
If relief follows you may know to
a certainty that coffee has been
Of course you
your vicious enemy.
can take It back to your heart again,
if you like to keep sick.
A lady says: "I had suffered with
stomach trouble, nervousness and terrible sick headaches ever since I was
a little child, for my people were always great coffee drinkers and let us
children have all we wanted. I got
so I thought I could not live without
coffee, but I would not acknowledge
that it caused my suffering.
"Then I read so many articles about
Postum that I decided to give it a fair
trial. I had not used It two weeks in
place of coffee until I began to feel
like a different person. The headache
and
and nervousness disappeared
whereas I used to be sick two or three
days out of a week while drinking coffee I am now well and strong and
sturdy seven days a week, thanks to
Postum.
"I had been using Postum three
months and had never been sick a
day when I thought I would experiment and see If it really was coffee
that caused the trouble, so I began
to drink coffee again and inside of a
week I had a sick spell. I was so 111
I was soon convinced that coffee was
the cause of all my misery and I went
back to Postum with the result that
I was soon well and strong again and
determined to stick to Postum and
leave coffee alone In the future."
Read the little book, "The Road to
Improved Variety of Coffee.
Wellville' in pkgs. "There's aReason."
Brazilian scientists have succeded in
Ever read the above letterf A new developing a new variety of coffee,
one appears from lime to time. Ther
are genuine, true, and fall of human with unusually large, fine berrNs
In terca u
which ripen very early.

PACIFIC

Denver,
San Francisco, Seattle,
St. Louis,
Salt Lake
Los Angeles,
Kansas City, Dallas,
Omaha.
Northern Electilc and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Montreal and Winnipeg.

Cincinnati,
Chicago,
Indianapolis, Minneapolis.

with "ous." "Can any one," she said,
"give me a word like 'dangerous,'
meaning full of danger, 'hazardous,'
full of hazard?"
There was silence for a moment.
Then a boy In the back row put up
his hand.
"Well, Bobby, what is your word?"
"Please. MIbs," came the reply,
"pious, full of pie!"

to give her a better mark, but sho
only sobbed out. 'Thank you, monsieur, but really I have not deserved
1
It.
have deserved only the had
mark, and I must stay In the nursery
today." Tatiana came
in at this
moment greatly concerned. When she
heard what had happened she cried:
'Oh, thlB is terrible. But tell me what
you did, and I'll do the same that we
may be punished together.' "
Her little sister, however, did not
allow her to make the sacrifice. "No,
Tatty," she said, "you must be very
good, and let mamma see she has one
obedient daughter."
t
It would appear that nowadays the
education of children at the Russian
court is not so severe as it was In
the earlier part of last century.
The
regime under which Alexander II. was
brought up, for Instance, was certainly stringent, If simple.
Brayley Hodgetts has summarized
the young Alexander's day's work as
follows:
"He and his comrades, Vielgorski
and Patkul, had to get up at six, and,
after prayerB and breakfast, began
their lessons at seven. These were
continued till noon, with an Interval
between nine and ten for recreation.
"After a two hours' walk they had
dinner at two, after which they played
or rested until five, when lessons
were resumed until seven; then they
were allowed to play or do gymnastics
At eight supper was
for an hour.
Berved. The evening was devoted to
a review of the day's achievements
and to posting the diary. At ten they
went to bed.
"On Sundays and holidays the hours
were taken up
devoted to lessons
partly with improving reading, partly
with some handicraft and gymnastics.
"Notwithstanding the ability exhibited by Alexander, It seems that
he was wanting In steady application.
He was brilliant, but no plodder. In
order to make him work Capt. Moer-de- r
hit upon an ingenious plan. He
Btarted a poor box, to which the children were not allowed to contribute
unless they had earned the right to
confer benefits on others by having
worked assiduously themselves.
And
this plan seems to have been successful."

Pittsburg, Atlanta.

CENTRAL

WESTERN

It was the grammar class and the
teacher had asked for words ending

No Need of Interference.
The two neighbors who were passing the little cottage heard sounds as
of a terrific conflict inside and
stopped to listen.
Presently they heard a loud thump,
as if somebody had fallen to the floor.
"Grogan is beating his wife again!"
they said.
Bursting the door open, they rushed
into the house.
"What's the trouble here?" they demanded.
"Ther' ain't no trouble, gentlemen,"
calmly answered Mrs. Grogan, who
had her husband down and was sitting on his head, "Gwan!"

Sure and Easy Test on Coffee.

merchant
No matter how far from the nearest
community . can
'TV!,
vour
vw.i.fc.
j
1 ClCpilUllV Pnmnmv
have its own local service at a very low cost,
of maintenance.

serious Bide of his educational career,
and at present he and the other Imperial children lead as much as possible an outdoor life, with plenty of
wholesome exercise.
It has long been the custom with
the Russian court that the early years
of education should
be conducted
largely on English lines, and English
is a language which the imperial children begin to learn when quite young.
The precocious sayings and doings
of the little prince, now nearly five
years old, have been a constant source
of merriment to his elder sisters,
who are spoken of i.s being bright,
chlMi'en.
Miss M. Eage.', who for some time
was In charge of the Imperial nursery,
once told a delightful anecdote of the
two older daughters of tin czar, the
grand duchesses Olga and Tatiana, at
the time when their education began
in earnest.
They usually lunched with their
parents, but were told that when they
were unruly and not polite to their
tutor they would have to lunch In
the nursery.
"For a while things went smoothly,
but one day Olga was naughty, and
got a bad mark. She turned to her
master and said humbly: 'I am
truly sorry I gave you so much
tfouble.' Then she shook hands with
him and turned to the door, trying
unsuccessfully to prevent herself from
crying.
"The tutor was surprised to see the
d
child bo troubled over a
bad mark tilt
explained the situation to him. He then weakly offered

Magazine.

A

.

St.

frankly!"
"Honest?"
"Honest I He said he was extremely
sorry, though, he added, he didn't
iJippln-cott'- s
know the man personally."

Exchanging Solemn Thoughts.
"Ah, says the man with the parted
whiskers, "when one stands alone in
the night and contemplates the wonders of creation, how futile, how puny
man seems! How vain, how puerile
his hopes and longings, when he is
Burrounded by the eternal silence of
the universe! Has this ever occurred
to you?"
"You bet!" answers the man with
the big scarf pin. "He feels just as
punk as he does when he misses the
owl car and has to stand on the corner an hour for another one." Chicago Post.
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Bad Taste
SICK

in your mouth removed while
you wait that's true. A Casca ret taken when the tongue is
thick coated with the nasty
squeamish feeling in stomach,
HEADACHE brings relief. It's easy, natural
Positively cured by way to help nature help you. 90
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these Little Fills.

digestion and Too Hearty
Eating. A perfect rem- edy lor Dl"ln"' Nu
sea, Drowsiness, Bad
11
Taste In the Mouth, Ooat- Jp 1
M
d Tongue, Pain in the
F
""""" ""
TORPID LIVER.
They regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
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A 25c RAZOR

THAT WILL SHA VEAS WELL AS AH Y
$5 RAZOR MADE
WE GUARANTEE

SHALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

Genuine Must

CARTERS

Bear

Signature

feaar.

ooz

If this nutor dont
best shave youe ever

yo

LAO

ever nend,
return it to us and we will reinad
your money.
Complete ra tor, sUrer plated, la
neat box tally guaranteed, postpaid
on receipt of fcc or stamps.
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Famous English Detective
Tries to Catch the French
Gentleman Criminal

had
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CD CD

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
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bowWMk.,
menu All druggut. Biggest seller
in the world. Million boxel a month.

CASCARBTS-l- oc
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Shavwill Razor Co.
a
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DAISY FLY KILLER ílíSJuTEuJ
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Arsene Lupia is bold. He announces
beforehand
in the papera what his next
move is going to be.. His story begins in
the August number of

rrfíe,

prtpaidfor
HjaldBMin,

lfteDvTVibiTMM.

Short Stories
instalment ii "No. 114
Series iS " It is a story that will hold your
interest The French Police finally give up
in their attempt to trap the wiW Lupin
and send to England for Herlock Sholmes.
Then follows a battle of wits. The clever
French rogue against the keen reasoning
The

first

Save, Time Saves Money
NO STROPPING
NO HONING

English detective.

KNOWN THE

Send us $1.50 for a year's subscription
to "Short Stories" and follow the fascinating, amusing Lupin. Every month, too, there
are numbers of good, crisp, short stories
printed in big, clear type. Every newsdealer can handle your subscription.
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CONDENSATION
OF FRESH NEWS
THE LATEST IMPORTANT DISPATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

STORY

OF

HOWINQ

THE

THE

WEEK

PROGRESS

OP

IN OUR OWN

EVENT8
AND
FOREIGN LANDS.
WESTERN

NEWS.

The
annual convention
of tbe National Editorial Association
will niect in Seattle July 19th to 24th.
infantry,
The twenty-sixtunder
command of Colonel Booth, arrived in
San Francisco from Manila July 14th
on the transport Sheridan.
Word has reached Gallup, N. M., of
the destruction of the quartermaster's
store at Fort Wingate. Loss estimated
between 135,000 and ? 10,000.
twenty-fourt-

h

h

It

is now obligatory for town boards
to erect and maintain
jign boards along all main traveled
public highways within their respective towns.
Wlliam J. Bryan has addressed a
letter to President Taft asking him to
use his Influence to allow the people
to vote on an amendment providing for
the popular election of senators.
In connection with the
Exposition in Seattle a
tional conservation convention or congress will be held on August
under the auspices of the conservation
association of the state of Washington.
E. P. Matthewson, superintendent of
the Washoe smelter at Butte, Mont.,
has announced that tbe policy of the
company hereafter will be to employ
before alien labor. Mr.
American
Matthewson also stated that the company store system has been abandoned in Anaconda.
J. Q. Emery, president of the Association of State and National Food and
Dairy Departments has sent out notices of the thirteenth Annual convention to be held In Denver August 2 ith
to 27th. About thirty states in the
Union belong to the association and
each state sends three delegates.
The first contracts in the construction of $6,000,000 worth of new tracks,
to form the Hill road's Coast to Gulf
route, have been let to McArthur
Brothers. The contracts are for forty
miles of track through the Big Horn
canon in Wyoming, and will require
the expenditure of about $3,500,000.
e
cowpunchers,
Dressed as
two special messengers will leave San
August
Tex.,
1st on horse
Antonio,
back, one riding toward Mexico City,
and the other toward Washington, D.
C, to present special invitations to
Presidents Taft and Diaz to meet in
that city in October, during President
Taft's southern toar.
Bishop William M. Bell of Los An
geles, in an address before the Yosera
ite Valley Chautauqua, declared that
"if William Howard Taft fails to make
a good tariff, and disappoints the peo
ple after making
them promises, it
may be necessary
to recall to the
White house our dearly beloved Theo
In Wisconsin

dore."
GENERAL

NEW8.

Fire at Gautemala City, Gautemala,
on the 14th Inst, occasioned a loss of
a million dollars.
The United States revenue cutter
Perry recently seized the Japanese
sealing schooner Taki, with eighteen
men, while they were killing seals
within three miles of the Pribylof
Islands.
born at Paris on the 15th
inat to the Princess de Sagan, who
was Miss Anna Gould of New York.
Prince Helle de Sagan and Mme. Anna
Gould were married July 7, 1908, after
her divorce from Count Boni de
A son was

Henry Savage iJindor, the famous
explorer, contemplates forming an
expedition to attempt to
reach the South pole. He would take
with bin only four or five hardy companions and not try to spend the winter In the polar regions.
John D. Rockefeller, on the 16th
Inst, transferred several million dollars' worth of real estate in New York
City to his son, John D. Rockefeller,
Jr. The transfers, It is undersood, are
a part of a plan of the oil magnate to
lay aside the burdens of active business.
American and Mexican capitalists
will meet at San Antonio, Texas, and
perfect plans for the construction of
a string of race tracks throughout the
republic of Mexico. The Initial investment will be $1,000,000. Oswald Arthur Petre of Essex, England, now in
San Antonio, will design and build the
tracks.
Glen H. Curtiss, the aeronaut, made
minutes in his
of thirty-on- e
aeroplane at Hempstead Plains, L.. I.,
alighted withHe
on the 16th Inst.
out mishap. HIb flight Is believed to
be the longest ever made in a heavier-than-a- ir
machine In this country, except by the Wright brothers.
has
Dr. von Bethmann-Hollewe- g
been appointed chancellor of the German empire in succession to Prince
von Buelow. The latter on his retirement was presented by Emperor William with the Order of the Black
VaHr.riH
flthnr
nal. In AiamnnA
cabinet changes were gazetted.

a flight

At Newmarket, England, on the 12th
Inst., the sensational price of $80,000
was paid at Tattersall's for the brood
mare Flair, the property of the late
81r Daniel Cooper. The previous record price for brood mares was $62,500,
paid for La Fleche.
The United States Circuit Court of
Appeals, in a decision handed down
at San Francisco, has sustained the
constitutionality of the federal enactments providing that cattle or sheep
in transit by rail must be watered and
fed every twenty-eigh- t
hours.
Dr. William Osier, the eminent physician, who is credited with holding
that a man's best usefulness Is passed
at forty, and that he ought to be chloroformed at Bixty, wsb sixty years of
age on the 12th Inst, and still strong
He recently sailed for
and hearty.
England, after a vacation trip to America.
Fifteen of the suffragettes who. In
the course of their raid on the British
House of Commons, June 29th, indulged in the breaking of windows
with stones hidden In paper parcels,
have gone to prison for a month, rather than pay the fines inflicted by Sir
Albert DeReutzen of the Bow Street
Police Court.
The jury In the contested will case
of the late Colonel Thomas Snell at
Clinton, III , returned a verdict finding
that Snell wax not competent to make
a will. The estate is valued at $1,500,-00Many love letters written and
received by Snell were submitted as
evidence to show that he was afflicted
with senile Insanity.
What is believed to be the highest
price ever paid In London for a domestic cat namely, $525 was given
by Mrs. Lynas of Chicago for Rob Roy
II., England's champion male Chinchilla Persian cat, and the winner of
numerous prizes. The animal will be
sent to the United States on the
steamer Majestic.
Two trunks, said to contain the missing books of F. Augustus Helnze and
the United States Copper Company,
were turned over to the federal authorities In New York on tbe 13tb Inst.
They have been missing for almoBt
two months and have been the basis
of the recent contempt proceedings.
They were found, it is understood, In
street.
a house in West Fifty-nintA new dirigible torpedo recently patented by a Swedish inveitor, has
aroused great interest in Swedish naval circles. The projectile Is operated
by electricity.
It is said to have a
range of 5,000 yards, and its course
can De anerea wane miner water ai
the will of the operator. Furthermore,
it can be exploded whenever desired,
and it hen a speed of thirty knots an
hour at uny depth.
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By HELEN OLDFIELO.
KOM time immemorial all the traditions of her sex have forbidden a woman to sue; nevertheless that she may and does
woo the man of her choice, and frequently with Buceess, is a
fact which none tan dispute nor deny. Most of us know men
whom to the best of our knowledge and belief never could
have mustered courage to propose to their wives unless those
wives had made the task so easy that, as the small boy said
of his peccadillo, "It just did itself."
As with many other things the secret of success lies in
the knowing how. A clever woman may bring all her batteries to bear upon the object of her desire, but each and every one of
those batteries will be masked with greatest care. The woman who, as
the saying is, runs after the men, usually is the woman from whom men
flee, and the quarry whom she eventually captures is, in most eases, not
worth the trouble of the chase.
Among the levers which move humanity there are few more powerful
than that of wounded vanity. Besides, (he code of polite society exacts
that all well-bre- d
women shall make themselves agreeable and entertaining to all men as well as to all women whom they meet In social intercourse, such courtesy by no means being the least part of their duty to
their neighbor. "He (and still more she) who would have friends must
show himself friendly."
She who wishes to attract a man must be charming in order to charm ;
those who wish to be loved must show themselves lovable, must think of
other people rather than of themselves.
There Is no greater obstacle to
social success, given a fulcrum, than that of overweening

He took her to the
game,
ball
and
when
they had
found their places
Hp
showed
her
where the players
stood
and
told
about the bases;
"With patient rare he

"Mummy!
Mummy! look, here's
baby walking on his hind legs."
TOLD

showed
her
that
the umpire did not
play.
Explaining
on
every point he had

TO

USE CUTICURA.

After Specialist Failed to Cure Her
Itching Eczema Had Been
Tortured and Disfigured But

tat

the Una! say;
He pointed out the
benches where the
rival players sat
And made it clear
that "flub" is no?
the same thing at
a bat.

Cured of Dread Humor.

Was 8oon

"I contracted eczema and suffered
Intensely for about ten months. At
times I thought I would scratch myself to pieces. My face and arms were
covered with large red patches, so
that I was ashamed to go out. I was
advised to go to a doctor who was
a specialist In skin diseases, but I
I tried
received very little relief.
every known remedy, with the same
results. I thought I would never get better until a friend of mine told me to try
the Cutlcura Remedies. So I tried them,
and after four or five applications of
Cutlcura Ointment I was relieved of
my untearable Itching. I used two
sets of the Cutlcura Remedies, and I
am completely cured. Miss Barbara
Krai, Hlghlandtown, Md., Jan. 9, '08."

thanked him
prettily, and said
she thought that it

She

won splendid
To have the chance
to see a game and
be so
atwell
tended ;
And when he carefully set forth the
pitcher's plan and
aim
She
thanked him
once
again and

said that she was glad she came;
He told her why the man was out, and
showed her how a fly
When caught before it struck the ground
would make him out, and why.
He did not give her any chance to ask
a single question;
He analyzed the game for her without
the least suggestion;
finger pointed at the men he
With
showed how it was done.
Showed how the coacher signaled to the
men to Btay or run,
And while with cheers the very air above
the field was Jurred
He showed her how to mark the run
upon the little card.
She smiled a gentle smile and said she
wished she had his knowledge,
That she had tried to play the game one
year at Srnassar college
He grinned In pity, then he told In measured terms und slow
The inner motives of the game as then
and there on show.
Then came the ninth; the score was
tied; two out, the bases full,
And every rooter In the stand exerting
psychic pull.

When a woman sees the dearest fellow in the world drifting just a
little out of reach, may she not stretch out her hand to hold him bat?
Must she let him go and make no sign? It all depends upon whether or
no he is reluctant to go. She may hold out her hand, yes, if he holds
out his, but she must not beckon, still less must she call him to her or
cling. The woman whom a man. even for a little while, has loved ought
to be able to make it impossible for him to leave her.
How shall she do this? Not by cloying of sweets, not by a surfeit
of her society. It is a sad truth, hut to most women love comes too easilv.
Thry are so afraid that it will pass them by that they snatch at whatever
pretty counterfeit comes their way. Which is a mistake. However excellent a man may be, he essentially
A lung, clean hit to center and a tumult
on the bleachers
is human, and for him the sweetest fruit is that which
With men in wildest volceB shouting like
hangs high.
to crazy creatures
And she! O, she was on her feet and
The woman who wishes to attract a man must be
yelling all the while
In aci enta that you could have heard,
just a little out of reach. Xot too far; the thing may
I'm sure, for half a mile!
be overdone.
Run! Run! Run!"
'0, run!
If he climb, ever so slightly, she is there.
Her tones were shrill and loud
NEWS FROM WASHINGTON,
It no longer is enough that a woman should be pretty;
And soared above the roaring and the
shrieking of the crowd.
would marry must know how to
Professor Simon Newcomb, the fam- the woman who
ous astronomer, died at his home in win a lover, must combine the charm of the serpent
He never said a word as they walked
homeward from the game,
Washington on the 10h inst, at the
with the gentleness of the dove.
But for a week or so the world was not
age of seventy-four- .
to him the same.
President Taft has decided to apThe Gardener's Guide.
point Charles R. Crane of the manuIf you have a bare space along your
facturing firm of Crane & Co. of Chi
bloodThe third degree the spectacular,
garden wall, plant some rubber plants
cago as minister to China.
curdling, terrifying third degree that the there. They will soon stretch across
President Taft now expects to start
gap.
trip
on his western and southern
magazine, and melodrama writers like to the
When your oyster plants are well
about September 15th, the date of his
talk about is a myth. There never has above the ground, sprinkle them with
birthday.
He will go to
Seattle via Denver. Salt Lake and
been any such
in vinegar, and occasionally dust them
experience
Spokane.
pepper. This adds to
store for the wrongdoer who falls into the with salt and
Upon conviction by courtmartial for
their flavor.
hands of the authorities since the days of
passing bogus checks and failing to
Too much care cannot be exercised
J. T.
pay his debts, Maj. Charles
In making the mush Tor your mushthe
inquisition.
Spanish
stainfantry,
Clark, Twenty-Bixtcornmeal for
is a duel of room beds. Use white
The tl 'rd degree
tioned in the Philippines, has been
this.
dismissed from the army.
wits a matching of will and power, with
Any wholesale dealer will sell you
Eastern policy holders of the Norththe detect
By Inspector Junes S. McCafferly
or inquisitor pitting his corn plasters by the gross. One pías- Comwestern Mutual Life Insurance
to the hill Is enough to bring out
Chiel of New York Detective Bureau
strength of will and force of argument ter
pany are reported to be planning a
your corn.
to remove the offices of the
No physical
move'
against that of the suspect.
The automobile radish Is coming
compa-.- j
.rom Milwaukee to the East,
Into vogue as a substitute for horse
force is used, no intinr ' 'on through bodor to some state where the Insurance
radish. The automobile radish has a
ily injury, no confinement in dark, noisome, foully smelting cells, no starvlaws are not so drastic as in Wisconpronounced gasoline flavor and Is
sin.
ing until exhaustion drives the suspect to confess. It is nothing but a eaten with heavy gloves and goggles.
The wiping off the map of two im
If your string beans grow too near
with forceful arguposing mountain peaks. Perry Peak merciless, persistent, insistent questioning, interspersed
the cucumbers they are apt to acquire
ments that in the long run, if (he man be guilty, rarely fail to accomand McCuliough Peak, the transformaindigestion and tie knots In themtion of a bay into a lake, and the plish their purpose.
selves.
springing into existence of two brand
While you are planting sweet potaWhatever third degree methods are employed in my department 1
new Islands are the astonishing feats
a small
I
usually see the suspect alone in my office, or, at the toes do not forget to put in are
of nature discovered in Bering sea by employ myself.
good
bed of sour potatoes, as they
a government party and reported to most, with one other policeman present. There is no display of dazzling
with frankfurter sausages.
the treasury department.
instead,
in
civilian dress.
we are usually
uniforms to impress him;
between the governors
Modern Nebuchadnezzar.
usually study him for some time. It
Seated opposite the suspect
Seeing the man in his front yard
of the various states and territories
with
know
of
what
to
have
that
information
the
of
is
necessary
absolutely
contend. If the eating grass, we are about to make
and the division
department of commerce and labor to man be surly and sullen I must use methods very different from those I some jocund comment upon his evipromote a more beneficial distribution
dent desire to avoid the expense of
is for me first of all to learn
maintaining a lawn mower, when our
of aliens in the congested centers of use if he be quick, alert and intellectual. It
the country is sought in a communica- what the peculiarities of this man may be, what his individuality may be. attention is attracted by a neat
tion sent to the chief executive of the
be any third degree in our detective bureau
that is placard upon his fence. ItMereads: I
If
What
"1 Know You Will Ask
states by T. V. Powderly, chief of the
is simply pitting a stronger will against a weaker one. We
is.
it
It
what
information.
of
Mean By This Fool Trick. I Have
division
in the armor of lies and deceit, with Been Reading So Much About the
A report to the reclamation service do, however, seek out the weak spots
tunnel, which crooks surround themselves, and once we find it we pound away Meat and Bread and Milk and Butter
received from the Gunnison
and Egg and Poultry and Fruit and
the headings of which met on July
at it until thev break down and confess.
6th, states that the error in alignment
Vegetable Businesses That I Don't
was .04 of a foot, or about half an
Know What Else to Do. Please Keep
Inch. The error in grade 3.84 Inches.
Off the Grass."
The length of the tunnel checked to
Merely observing that he Is not the
within .86 of a foot (about 10 inches),
Although a believer in immortality, I only man who Is cowed by the outThis
of the triangulation calculation.
do not find a warrant for that belief in any look, or the inlook, as the case may
is a most satisfactory showing considwe move on.
ering that the tunnel is six miles in
of the late developments of psychical re- be,
length.
Thoughtful.
search, startling as they appear to be. All
That the Postoffice Department has
"She was an ideal wife, was she
checked the daring mail robberies in
these manifestations seems to me to have
it?' we ask of the Inconsolable
the West is disclosed In a report suba very important Hearing on what we are widower.
mitted to Postmaster General Hitch-cooMosby
"To the extreme," he replies, sadly.
I gradually evolving concerniutr the "abvsmal
by Postoffice Inspectors
No less than six train
"Why, she was so Intent upon being
and Perkins.
of
depths
personality."
bethoughtful that she warmed my sliprobberies have been committed
We are making great progress in our pers for me In the summer as well
tween Spokane, Wash., and Omaha
which
1907,
of
all
In
September,
since
apprehension of dual consciousness; and, as In the winter, and Insisted upon
mail, rather than express cars, were
my taking medicines at tbe prescribed
largely through psychical research, we are hours even after I got well."
attacked.
By LOUIS F. D ELAND
The annihilation or the pirate ship,
now able to detect the workings oí the subThe Trait That Holds.
together with its crew, which was
liminal mind and to realize its tremendous
an
Amercaptured
"Brown hasn't gone fishing this
suppesed to have
influence over our conscious processes. But summer, has he?' we ask of his friend.
ican citizen in the waters of British
North Borneo, has been reported to all this is quite apart from valid proof of immortality. I can see nothing
"No. He bought an auto and has
by
the
British
the State Department
been touring all the time."
ambassador. The destruction was the in our wider knowledge of dual consciousness that points in that direction.
Possibly
he may
"That's good.
work of his majesty's ship Merlin.
I ought to say here that I do not feel myself sufficiently in possession overcome his habit of telling whopIn postal reEnormouB Increases
pers."
ceipts for the month of June, 1909, of the facts to make my opinion of any value, but speaking from my in"Not a bit of It. Now he is always
compared with June, 1908, at fifty of sufficient knowledge, none of the manifestations so far reported by the bragging about the people he lust
the largest postoffices, are recorded In society for psychical research seem to me to warrant the conclusion that missed running over."
a statement Issued by the department.
Dayton, O., leads with an Increase of they are anything but manifestations, more or less direct, of the sublimi40 per cent Seattle, Wash., Is next,
nal consciousness.
with an increase of 32.20 per cent
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Laymen Combat White Plague.
According to recent figures pub
lished by the National Association
for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis, nearly 50 per cent, ol
those enlisted In the active campaign
against consumption are laymen, and
the percentage of laymen has tripled
In the last four years.
j

Important to Mother.

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that It

tJutffi!&ÍJ&U

Signature
In Use For Over 30 Years.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Spectacular Oil Fire.
The most spectacular fire ever witnessed in the oil industry was at one
of the Des Bocas wells In Mexico.
About 60,000 barrels of oil were
burned up dally for nearly two
months. The flames rose to heights
of 800 to 1,400 feet.
Serial No. 701.
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As a Battle
of Wits
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Abysmal
Depths

rial Xo. 701. The influence of Dr. Mitchell's Kye Salve has ever ppread through
honest merit. Unfailing cure for sore,
weak uml inflamed eyes. Price 25 cents.

g

i

e

When Uncle Sam went out after fake drugs
and patent medicine. Dr. Mitchell's Eye
Halve with never a change in formula or
label at once registered and received Se-

j

A Series of Breakages.
bro"Banks bad his engagement
ken."
" Did he take it hard?"
"Yes; after it was broken off, he
was all broken up, and then he broke
down."
A Rare Good Thing.
"Am using ALLEN'S FOOT-EASand
can truly say I would not have been withlong,
had I known the relief It
out it so
would give my aching feet. I think it a
rare good thing for anyone having sore
or tired feet. Mrs. Matilda Holtwert,
Providence, R. I." Sold by all Druggists,
25c Ask

One trouble with the habitually
crooked man is that he never knows
which way he is turning.

AFTER
FOURYEARS
OF MISERY
Cured by Lydia E.

y,

Baltimore, Md. "For four years
my life was a misery to me. I suffered

irregulari
iirom
ties, terrible drag-gin-g
sensations,
extreme nervous,
ness, and that all
gone feeling in my
stomach. I had
given up hope of
ever being well
when I began to
E.
's
J1!' take LydiaVegetable
Compound.
Then
I felt as though
new life had been
given me, and I am recommending it
to all my friends." Mrs. W. 8. Ford,
1938 Lansdowne St, Baltimore, Md.
The most successful remedy in this
country for the cure of all forms of
s
female complaints is Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound. It has
stood the test of years and
is
more widely and successfully used than
any other female remedy. It has cured
thousands of women who have been
troubled with displacements, inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors,
periodic pains, backache,
feeling, flatulency,
that bearing-dowindigestion, and nervous prostration,
after all other means had railed.
If you are suffering from any of these
ailments, don't give up hope until yoo
have given Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound a trial.

j

Pink-ham-

J

Pink-ham'-

to-d- ay

If you would like special advice
Lynn,
write to Mrs. Pinkham, jruided
Mass., for it. She has
thousands to health, free oi

Char ire.
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CHAPTER XIII.

HOTEL de CAMP.
25 Cents.

TO CONSUMPTIVES.
Edward A. W llnon's Preparation of Hyphoephi-te- s
and Blodsetti from th original formula Is
the Soverisn Remedr for Contumptlan, AsthColds, and
ma. Catarrh, La Grippe. Coughs
ti Throat and Lung Maildisf.
Thousands of people say they have relieved by it.
Those who have used It will hava no other, and reccomntend it to their fellow Bu-

Vernea found Amelia In one of the
ROOMS, 25 and 50 Cents. MEALS,,
hotel parlors, seated on a sofa by a
5.50 D6T WEEK.
RO&RIV and ROOM.
WFFV- en
Dr. An
n.v
- window. She was resting her chin In
Kill OUrlU, ft.tiu ".i iimui.
her hand and looking down Into Cap
SUNNYS1DE, NEW MEX.
D. HOODENPYLE, Proprietor.
itol avenue.
"Amelia." he snld, bending over her.
What Is It? Tell me.'
He aat down beside her, and souskl ffers.
cured many after they were given
to engage one of her hands in his own, j'pIt ashasincurable
by their physicions.
piriiTMrri nrOTAITDAMT
but she withdrew it, and pressed it Forfull particulars, testimenials. etc., addresB
with the oiher and the handkerchief
C. A. Abbot, Sole Agent,
in both, to her Hps and chin. Vernon 60
Ann Street, New Yrok City, N. Y.
Mrs. M. Philion, Proprietress.
glanced about the respectable parlors,
In
fur
readiness
maintained
Instant
First-clas- s
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
anybody that might happen along with
Department of tie Interior. U. i. Land Office at
his little comedy or his little tragedy.
N . M. . J une. 2,
ftoswelL
Well-furnish- ed
::
She continued to look obdurately out
ifc hereby
ven that Silvestre MwrtinM.
Níitk-of the window.
5, T'JUa, mattf
f Sunnyaule. N. M who. on Feb. 07122,
e
No.
for
going
you
fcntry
Serial
"Amelia," he said, "aren't
.íomesieuii
4 and 10
Prompt Service anti Courteous Attention
lvw 4 See. 18. and -e
to speak to me? Tell me what 1 have 4
Sec. 7, Tvwiwhip il N. Kitne 2o K, NM
Meridian, ha tiled notice of intention to make
done."
e
inai l' tve Year Proof, to establish claim to the
Given To All Patrons.
Still there came no answer. He luml
ahovf deHtrlbed. fcefoie W. h. Harrier. U.S.
flung himself back on the sofa help- 'oinn
at his iflice in áuunyside, N.
,1.. en th lHth day of July.
lessly.
r tnimnnl nam s as W U ntVFl'Sl
what
"Well," he said, "I don't know
tafrel Méndez. JuMí't De Y. Hacn. Benito Segura
knight-erran- t
of Illinois womankind,
It all means. I've tried to fathom it In md Fclix Várela, all of iiinv:tx ie, N. M
Itegister.
T. f. Tillotpon,
SYNOPSIS.
he had looked forward to this day as the last hour, but it's too deep tor me;
AN ORANGE GROVE
the one of triumph; now, at Its begtn-- j 1 give It up." He flung out his hands Irst pub June 1- 2- last jníy 17
CHAPTER I. Senator Morley Vwtion"
he found himself with two of-- I to illustrate his abandonment.
nln
d
was
with his fiancee
Visit
For An Ideal Home.
NOTICE FOR PULBICATION.
by
call from his political boss fended women on bis hands, and two
"GQd
he suddenly exknows,"
at the state capital. Bath regretted it, hopelessly Irreconcilable mistresses to claimed, "1 was only trying to do
Department of the Interior.
tflie girl more than he. because she had
A GOLD MINE
J. S. Land oflico at Santa Fe N. M., J une 16, 1 '9
arranged to attend a dinner that evening serve. He began to see that the lot of something worthy for your sake!"
with him. She said she yearned for a
PROFIT.
he
Notice is hereby given that Wyntt W. Dickey,
trying;
Is
statesman
Amea
constructive
Morley,"
swear,
"Please
don't
oifiee for him.
mudi
f Sunnysde, N. M.. who, on Ian. 17,
again.
lia said.
Vernon's desk In the would never criticise leader?
CHAPTER II.-- On
12818. Serial No. 0543ti, fci
Entry
No.
lomestead
life,
and worn your
your
all
filling
The lobby of the hotel was
He looked up swiftly.
senate he found a red rose, accompanied
IF YOU have worked hard
1 E
Seetica 12. Township &N., Range 24 E, N. ft
ty a plea for suffrage for women. He met rapidly, and men with their hair still
"Well " he began, explosively, but . Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make
and feel like
farm,
big
boarding-houson
e
the
damp from the morning combing were he didn't continue.
He relapsed into "inal Commutation Proof, to establish claim t wife out running a
f Chicago, who proposed to convert aim
fcito voting fo house resolution No. V.
comfortable
passing mto the breakfast room with
being
H.
W.
l'irker settling down and
he land above described, before
J. S. Cotr.m ssioner. at h:s ofiiee in tiunnyside, N.
CHAPTER ill. Miss Greene secured newspapers In their hands. In the
Vernon's promise to vote for the suffrage center of the lobby, however, he saw
. n the Jlth day of July, 19.
I..
He also aided her by convine- tesolutlon.
O. L. Myers.
Claimant names as witnesses:
group of senators, and out or Ihe
ins; others. He took a UkiuK to the fair
all o:
V. T. Mryes. W. II. Jones, J.C. I.iles,
.
Btttfragetta.
middle of the group rose a dark hon- Buy 10, 20 or 40 acres, plant Apples, Pears, Teaches, Alfalfa,
PHAPTER IV. Mis Green consulted net; the flowers on the bonnet bobbed
iunnyaide, N. M.
K. Otcto, Ueidster.
Manuel
decisively.
Around
it
now
and
then
to himself that the dufTragette had
Celery, Potatoes, Onions; and make your land earn you $100,0tt
iastjuly24
first jun 19
ftlrred a strange feeling within him. He were clustered other bonnets, but they
forgot to read his fiancee's letter.
were motionless, and, as it were, subto $800,00 per acre, and have a rentleman's home.
CHAPTER V. Vernon made a great
CONTEST NOTICE.
speech In favor of suffrage, aided by ordinate.
VALLEY.
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office.
The resoluglances from Miss Greene.
CREAM
"Can you tell me who that Is?"
tion was made a special order.
ltoaweil. New Mexico, June 24, 1ÍXI9.
asked Brooks of Alexander, Jerking his
VT.
iileei
been
Venion
CHAPTER
A silílícient contest nfiieinvit havinff
si enthusiasTitles perfect, warranty deed, $50,00 per acre and $5,00 per
group.
ntii s.llioeby James. J. Nelliorn, tontehtant. I
tic rn the prospects for t'le '.solution. He thumb at the
"that's Gen.
"Yes," said Vernon,
Kntry. Iso. !42ll (I Giio). made
Ma much in mis
Varéele a company.
f .ini,.. Iluir.c-.tcHLocated on the Santa Fe
Township 2 N. acre for ten years at 6 per cent.
Ui.e2), iy)7. tor
Section
.
She's on her way to
Vernon
neglected
CrTAPTER
Vfl.
t(iin;;e b t. N. M. P. Meridian, by John It. Cox
Pacific
Coast.
Ho took Miss the front to assume coinmrmd."
through line to the
thoughts of Amelia.
ontotee. in whie-- it is alieneei that paid entry-tatiut.whol.
nhundoned tuid tract; ttmt hi
Greene driving and laid out plans for the
"Oh!" safó" Brooks. "I saw some
auccesa of the resolution
for more tl un H:
hanered iis
went
he
Land and Development Co,
And
thing
the
Sumner
papers"
in
u,ntl a 8 rcL. ma'ntf raid enlry: that tnid tine'
Write to Fcrt
Vernon's speech
CHAPTER VIII.
by taw
not BC.tl d upe n by said piii'tr Srf
mused a great newspaper sensation. He away, reading as he walked
iiieel to ar pei,r, respom
. d parlies ;'re hereby
no'
by
neglected
Amelia., wno had
was being
FORT SUMNER, N. M.
o
Vernon looked everywhere for Miss
no oiler evie ence touel.i'iK: laid alletration at
pot answered his letter.
lock a. m. on Aug. fi. li '9. before W. H. I ark"i
Greene, but he could not find her. The
I. S. Coinmiii!,iener, at hiaolhie in Sumiya'de. N
CHAPTER IT. Vernon Is "tipped off" porter at the Capitol avenue entrance
.1. lan-- th.it fino! ticprinsr will liehe'Idiit lno'cluci
that his suffrage resolution may not pass. told him
.m. on August la. la1)!, before! the Reg'sler am
that she had driven over to
As Miss Greene was due the following
r at
United States Land Cilice il
anorning he had no fears.
Ihe State House a few minutes before.
Mexico.
loswe'll. Ne-.to
s.ii1 contestant hav'ng. in a proper alTidavii
Impulse
'Ihe
nn
by
was
seized
Vernon
paused
i ed J'..n C4. 19i;9. set forth facts which st'ow
Mr. Overman Hodge-Lathrotha'
Amelia.
nolic
f U'r due dil're nee pi rsonr.i ferviee of thisdiree-tronce follow, but he remembered
and lifted her gold
go on thus
ore'ered
matters
not
let
in not be mad. it :f.
could
He
More to the bridge of her high, arisiat such noeice be given by due and proper
between them. If only Mrs. Overman
tocratic nose.
Lathrop were not in command;
T. C. TlLLOiSosl. Itcsisler
"It 13 that kind of women you hava Hodge
get Amelia away from her
1st rub. July 3 last Aug 7
Do if ue could
fceen brought up with, Morley?
CURTIS & WOLFLEY, Prop's.
ff he could see her alone,
while,
a
for
we look like that sort? Glance around
Flung Himself Back on the Sofa
posbe
explanations
would
he
felt
that
NO'l ICE FOR PUB1 CAT ON.
this table do We look like that sort
Helplessly.
sible.
(Department of the Interior)
ef women?"
Ke looked at his watch; it was half- - a moody silence. Ke stretched his legs
IT I, .. UJlaa
Am
mBHD4 1 , , ..1. ,'
The Beit Line Of Fresh and Cured Meals
U. S. L; ni Office at Roswell. :,ew Mexico.
.:
past nine; the senate would convene out before him In an ungainly attitude.
May 21. 19.9.
tfainfuUy. under the Impending inspec- not
be
would
the
resolution
ten;
with his bands plunged deep In his
Victoria Totter, e
In Town.
Notice is reivby given
Von, knowing full well how eus.ly they at
ten at any
repelled before half-pas- t
trousers' pockets. Tl'cn he knitted his urnysieie, N. M.. who. on January C, 11). K, mac
won d pass muster.
to brave brows and tried to think.
so
he
and
determined
rate;
X!,
E
222u3
No.
Serial
l'St
entry
for
mestenri
"And. if that were not enough,"
"Oi:t Cf Town Ososas
Hodge-Lathroasaln.
Se. a Towr.s'iip
SW
and M
"I suppose," he said, ts If Be were
Mrs. Overman Hodge-Lathro- p
went on. Mrs. Ovorman
lobby; there thinking aloud, "that you expect some
Into
back
Range Í6. east, N M.J M il iar.
the
He
turned
North
Inexorably, "we come here to plead
intention to mak.
was, hobnobbing with men; she explanation, some apology."
as tiiol notice of
with you and And you hobnobbing with she
:nal Commutation I'r.sif, te esliib.ish ciaii
did not pass from group to group, afttightly.
ssld,
all,"
she
not
at
"Oh,
lawthing,
mannish
female
that
that
hoid above described, before W II. P;;rkn
er the manner of any other lobbyist, In the most musical tone siie could ) the
yer!"
i. fci. Cooiriiissior.er, at his office in Sunnysidc, N
hut by some coercion he wished he command.
the! 7th Hay of September, 19n9.
She spoke the word female as if It might be
on
Í..
master of, she drew them un"Very well," he said, "Í wouldn't
Clain ant namesas witnesses:
conveyed some distinct idea of reerringly to her side. Now she had know where to begin if you did. I'm
A.
Dui.n. i'n. Sn.jre-s- T. L. Nail and Stei
proach. She was probing another chop
Braidwood, the lender of the house, sure I'm not aware of having "
ng Eerry, All ol Sunnyslde. N. M.
with her fork. She had sent the pot
commitsteering
of
the
chairman
and
T. C. TlLLO'l'SON.. Register.
She began to hum softly, lo herself,
Of coffee hack to the kitchen, ordering
HORSES BOARDED BY THE MONTH.
tee, and Porter, the leader of the sen- as it were, some tuneless air. He reFirst pub Ju'y :fl last Aa 14
the waiter to tell the cook that she
ADOBE CORRAL CAMP WITH CEMENT FLOO,
ate. She appeared to be giving them membered that It was a way she had
was accustomed to drink her coffee
HACK MEETS ALL TRAINS.
instructions.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
when she was angry. It was Intended
tot.
She had set her committee on less to show the last end utmost personal
Department of the Interior.
SUNNYSfDE, N. M.
Prop.
HUNTER,
M.
W.
"And now. Morley Vernon, listen to important game; the ladles were scatr. S. Land OHiceat Koswell, N. M., MajCO.lOCP.
me," she said, as if he were about to tered over the rotunda, each talking to unconcern. In such clrcuxstances the
Notice !s hereby given that Juan Mnre
tune was apt to be an Improvisation and
hear the conclusion of the whole mat- a little set of men. When Mrs. OverSunniai e, N. M., who, tn May 7, 1WJ4.
was never melodious. Sometimes it fiiAti
ter. "If you have any spark of honor man Hodge-Lathrohomes eml Entry fi3, Stria. No. O'MB, m
saw Vernon com- made her easier to deal with, somei E
Suttiun 25, Tuw nship 4 N.t liange 25 E,
left In you, you will undo what you ing, she turned from Braidwood and
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Meridian,
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times harder; he could sever tell.
have already done. This resolution Poner and stood
to make linal live
intention
rn f It
f
awaiting
him.
exactly see what we are sUiWlii i ciitim to the land above described, be ion
don't
"I
must be defeated in the senate
PorStrangely enough Braidwood and
V. H. Parker t). S. Commiapi .ner, at Sun no siJt,
HORSE SUCHES A SPECIALTY.
here lor," he ventured, stealing a look
i am down here to see that it is done. la, .lornil Drhara
1. M.. on the 24 ih day at August, 19 a.
UÚHO fl 1 If sTlP
Sunrsyside. New Mexico.
at her. She had no reply. He fidgeted
We go to the State House after break-- : had
J. M. KUYKENDALU
Cairn, nt n'.mea ao witnessos; Rafatl M n'e?,
them there And Ve,.non re. a moment and lh;-Gaie a, Felix liartlu
le edon 'Iruiillo. A
besan drumming
ee ladles will assist me In
fast, arM
flecte thRt he nad never kilown ,hem, wilh his fingers on the arm of the Al oi Sunnjsiufc, N. M.
ure each member, of the
laying
T. C. Tillotaon, Reffiater.
M doul)tess n0 011e else fca4 ever sofa.
.enate this matter in its true and ex-- .
first ju'y lfl 'aat awr 14
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,0 do such a thing as
she
"Please don't do that," she said.
act light. As for our rights
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. ..,vh.rp.. Arnt.na? he ashed before He stopped suddenly.
pausen ana luuae-- ut mm ..wm,,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
fo out rights, I think we are perfectly she could speak.
"If you would be good enough, kind
Department of th Interior. U.S. Land Offkt
Rusw- ll, N. M..
capable of preserving them."
. Itfil
"I have sent her upstairs," said enough," he said tt sarcastically, "to t Notiie
in hereby jriven that P. Rantiolph. Pajre
Her look put that question beyond Mrs. Overman Kodgc-Lathrop- ,
"poor Indicate, to suggest, even, what I am f Bichanan, N.
who m May 2d. 19 4 nmdi
nil dispute.
lomeste.-'r- i
Untry, No. 51511, fer. ba W2H2. foi
to do to say."
child!"
I 4
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"you
"And now," she resumed,
AGENTS, LAND
"I'm sure I can't," she said. "You
-- 4
Vernon wondered why "poor child."
n:rth, Jiatiíre 2" REAL ESTATE
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make
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to say to me."
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continued.
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(Irength.''
r, at h'a ofiiei
Patre U. S. Court
"Well, I have something to say to
"What Is too bad?" demanded Ver-aohani-nN. M., on the24ih day of Aug. 191
n
Vernon rose. He stood 'for an inyou," Vernon went on Impetuously.
He had grown Bulky.
Claimant names pa witnesses:
Us.
stant looking at Amelia, but sha
E. W. Coomhu. WilUnm E
looked "Why didn't you answer my letters? V. W. Pride. Thomas
Mrs. Overman Hodge-LathroN. M.
Tomas Chavea; All of bueru-nniaker,
glonced at him only casually.
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at him pityingly.
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"I suppose, Amelia, I shall see you
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later In the morning?"
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her.
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from
He leaned
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"1 suppose so, Mr. Vernon," she said.
;reat stays, " I can make allowances.
NEW
scious of two emotions, two passions,
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''But pray do not let me keep you from of course. I know something of the struggling within him, one of anger,
retaining your companion. " She was nature of man; I win admit that that almost hate, the other of love, and
rtepaitonent of the Interior, U. S. Land Ofltec
tt Rohwe.l. N. M June 8, 11X19.
quite airy, and lifted bar coffee cup Greene woman Is remarkably handstrangely enough they had a striking
Noti eia hereby ijiven thai Jce K. Efurrk, of La
with one little finger quirked up high- some, and of her cleverness there can similarity In their effect upon him. He "junde.
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way than to bring her down. I ever knew, doomed to stay here, unT. C. Tillotaon. P.fB;tar.
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the table.
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"I beg your pardon." he stammered,
Perattmnt of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
good time," the girl said.
getting up himself, "I'll see you after left them.
at Snta Fe, N. M.. July , 10..
"When yftu have done, 111 see you
Ni-- t ce is hefel y Riven t iat Oscar Col, of Ricv-lo- ,
"Now, Amelia, look here," said VerGENTS FURNISHING GOODS,
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dtscribui, let'ort? W. M. Weddiiiírloit U. S.
His tone made his words a plea, but a
CHAPTER XII,
i.th"s oftire ;n Ricardo, N. . on the 24th
It plainly had no effect upon her, for Joi,r., Aupuat.
She smiled with a fat sweetness.
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was eqro to be a failure,
In his her eyes flashed.
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The lands lying adjacent to Fort Snmner hare not been
Maria Burlaps Greene? And as If tube
had shaped themselves, would
rerzzle attached, so that there is no in
theerfulness, too, but the cheer was now to
wait until he got over ta the that were not enoush, weren't the pa- convenience whatever.
act, because of GOOD SOIL, BETTER
ManZan is for designated in the 320-acr- e
hollow, for hts experience of men and have
pers full of yod two? And that speech the cure of anv kind of Piles. It is sold
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Livery Stable and Feed Yard.
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C. W. FOOR & Co.
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Call On Or Write To
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MEXICO.

MOISE BROS. CO.
Groceries, Provisions, Notions,

Boots and Shoes.
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We Are Safe.
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Shallow rather than deep cultiva
tion for the corn.

GAVEL MADE OF MANY WOODS

Musk melons picked green will
lacking In flavor.

Gift to Medical Institute Is of Historical Interest Contains Seventy-Seven
Pieces.

ba

Select large sheep for breeding
ewes, for size tells in the offspring.
Skim milk and clover pasturage
will make profitable pork out of your
pigs.
LATE SUMMER.

Corn should be cut out of the ra
tions for the chickens during the hot
weather.

HE eldest gods took fire
from the rose
For Bummer's breath;
But, from the poppy took,
at even close,
A hint of death!

Turn the horse that is not given
regular work loose In the paddock for
part of each day.

&
Train the fruit trees to low heads
by proper pruning.

The voice of summer is
the song of lark
At morning's thrill;
And after that, comes on
apace the dark

If you have never tried a field of
alfalfa, get the ground In shape and
plan to make the start next year.

Kansas City, Mo. During the an
nual session of the American Institutt
of Homeopathy, held in this city a
year ago, Dr. William Davis Foster of
Kansas City was elected president ol
the institute for the following year.
"IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN."
To show his appreciation of his election Dr. Foster had made a gavel
01 which he presented to the Institute.
F A LI, sad word
tonK'le or pen,
A year was required
for Dr. Foster
The saddest are these: It
to get together the material of which
mlRht have been."
Now this 1 think a great It Is made.
mistake,
The gavel Is made of 77 pieces
And with tlia poet, lssu
of wood, a piece from every state
take.
Consider my experiences;
I own I had a lot of

chances:
John Livingston asked tnt
to marry;
t was enraged to Cousin
Harry!

And whippoorwill!

Make the trees of the orchard send
their roots deep Into the soil by hav
Profits of the dairy are dependent ing the soil
and by deep
largely upon the comfort of the stock plowing.

The lush of green; the
reckless minstrelsy
And chant of bird;
Then, like a kneil, the
sound of cicada
heard!
In tree-top- s

But

1.

s Cooked

Libby

Corned Beef

There's
1

1

on

a marked distino
between Ubby'B

Oookod Oorned
and even

Boot

-

that' told

the best

m bulk.

Evenly and roildiy cured
and scientifically cooked in

Ubym Groat

Whltg
KHottom, all the natural
lavar of the fresh, prime
beef is retained. It it pure
wholesome, delicious
aod
eady to serve at meal time.
laves work m

John is dead this
many a year,

And Harry's lot has been
severe;
And Smith, who offered lands and houso,
Is poor as the proverbial mouse.

A good rule In feeding all stock Is
Select land which Is well drained
summer! and the sun's too ardent
to feed only what they will eat up for the orchard, for It Is drier in wet Late ray
Clean.
spells and moister In dry spells than
Is Qulcklv set.
There's hint of winter in the twilight I'm very happy as I am,
other lands.
And quite content I married Sam;
gray
Surprising what a difference a hand
"It might have been," sounds well In
'Lest We Forget!"
ful of grain will make In the ewes and
Nitrogen promotes growth and for
verse.
lambs If fed daily.
this reason should be used with caula truth. It might have been muco
The Actress and the Frying-Pan- .
worse!
tion in the orchard where fruit rather
Many people wonder how the stage
The National Orchard congress will than wood is desired.
Bridget's Beatitudes.
workers manage to live; at any rate,
bold its second annual exposition at
Blessed is the fresh fruit juice add
those of the profession who have not
Council Bluffs, la., November 15 to 20.
How are the roads In your section? the means to stay in high-price- d
ho ed to sago or tapioca to make a light
Set a good example and put them in tels, and who must scrimp more or summer dessert.
Mix In the proporLook on the bright side of the good condition alongside your place. less to make both ends meet.
tion of a pint of any juice into a pan
weather and the crops. They both It will encourage others to a like serOne actress in the "Road to Yes with two quarts of water and six
generally turn out better than it is vice.
terday" company explains it thus, "It ounces of sago. Sweeten, add vanilla,
feared they will.
Do you mold and set away to cool.
is all due to my frying-pan- !
Don't try to make the weather, Just see this?" and she proudly produced
Blessed Is the rhubarb
syrup,
The drinking water In the summer keep busy trying to fit your work into
a new invention, which looks at first strained, bottled and saved for winIs an important matter with the stock, the weather an all wise providence Bight
but ter use.
like an ordinary frying-pan- ,
especially with the dairy herd. Re provides and all will come out right In
Blessed is the currant juice added
which on examination shows a parmember that foul water Is sure to the end.
tition in the center bent in the shape to any Jam in the proportion of t
breed disease.
pint
of Juice to every four pounds of
of a broad V. Another straight piece
In the warm weather it is a good goes from
V to the other side fruit.
the
Sometimes a stick becomes lodged plan to churn every day. This avoids
Blessed is the summer diet which
of the pan, thus making three com
In the nostrils of the cow. Thpre the necessity of mixing the different partments
and permitting the cooking Includes a large amount of raisins. No
will be Indications of labored breath days' cream and insures a better flaarticle of food is more wholesome;
of three dishes at once.
lng. Always Investigate, and remove vored butter.
"For the bachelor girl or the actress no sweet comes to us in sucin good
the cause of the difficulty.
on the road there is no boon like unto form.
Look out for the farmer whose this?" she declared.
"In every room
Aunt Mary's Lemon Pie.
Good fencing is required with sheep chickens scatter and run every time
there is a gas Jet, and I carry this pan,
Sift together a cup and a half ot
and its cost deters many farmers from he passes through the barnyard. He's a tiny stove and tubing in my trunk,
sugar, two tablespoons
white
floui
keeping a small flock.
It should be
and is a pretty good man and there you are! Egg in one comand one of cornstarch. Add the grated
remembered, however, that the sheep to leave alone.
partment, coffee in the other, and rind of two lemons and stir In th
will pay for the extra fencing necestoast in the third. It is much less yolks of three beaten eggs, Juice ol
sary if given an opportunity.
During the hot days of the summer bother as well as a saving In expense two lemons,
a piece of butter and tw
be particular about the barn and to take my breakfast in my own room. cups water. Cook in a double bollei
Are you particular to see that the barnyard. Keep
scrupulously
both
Many of us do this way, and for us till it thickens, then pour into deei
horses are watered in the field
clean. Make the breeding places for such a frying-pais a blessing not to pie tin, lined with paste. Bake witl
you are yourself.
You take water flies as scarce as possible.
be sneezed at even by the more meringue.
with you, why not for the horse,
fortunate women who have a whole
which is doing far harder work, and
French Marmalade.
orchards cannot be ex big stove of their very own!"
needs the water much worse than do pected to be productive.
This is made of equal quantities ol
Break up
you.
pears
Two Cool Desserts.
and grapes.
Steam the grapes
the ground and give a covering of maCoffee Junket is a delicious and an and cook in very little water till soft.
ture. You will be surprised at the new
The poorly lighted, poorly ventilat vigor which your trees will display easily made sweet.
From a pint of Press through a colander and add the
ed barn is a poor place to keep any another season.
fresh milk reserve a gill; bring this pears, peeled and sliced. Simmer gentfarm animals, especially
co boiling point and pour over it a ly, stirring often until thick as prethe cows.
Pure milk cannot be produced from
Sod is sometimes allowable In ap tablespoon of coarsely ground coffee. ferred. Sweeten to taste, strain again
such surroundings.
During the sum ple and standard pear orchards, but Infuse for ten minutes; strain, sweet- and seal.
mer time while the cows are out moqt never In other fruit plantations; but en and add tbe rest of the milk. Warm
THE CLUB APPROPRIATION.
of the time anyway and the barn lit even then it should be pastured close
to blood heat. It must not be hot or
tle used, plan to make Improvements
ly with sheep or hogs. If the stock the junket will not set. Remove from
VR club one day decided
which will Improve the conditions is fed at the same time, the land will stove, add half a junket tablet, stir
that we ought to raise
s
and make your barn more sanitary. fare better.
and pour into molds, Ailing them
some money,
Put in more windows and put In some
And the way we set about
full. Top off with sweetened
it was realty quite
kind of a ventilating system.
Clean quarters for the chickens pay. and flavored whipped cream.
funny.
Orange maringue requires one pint
Upon a certain day each
Never allow droppings to accumulate;
At the Wisconsin experiment sta- change
Rave a dollar she had
the bedding on the floor and of boiling water, a tablespoon cornearned,
tion the five poorest cows In the herd in the nests
often; go among the birds starch, the juice of two lemons, the
And alt atone (for manly
ate $140 worth of feed and returned carefully,
not scaring them by quick whites of three eggs and three orindignantly was
aid
143.
anges (amount for six). Add the cornThe five best cows ate $204 movements. Look at things from
spurned).
their starch, moistening
worth of feed and returned $395.
water, to
with
cold
pays
sympathize
to
standpoint;
Samantha Allen said that
There Is a chance to do some think- even with a it
the boiling water and four tablespoons
hen if you want to make sugar.
In
hers was saved
ing on that showing. Thousands upon
Boll ten minutes and add
her pay.
cake and pies,
thousands of farmers have herds dolemon juice. Pour this while hot over
Ouess how? She made
ing the same kind of work as those
some sliced oranges; make a meringue
them do without a
Join the boosters' club and give
family sacrifice.
live poorest cows and they do not your
of the whites of the eggs with three
neighbor
good
a
every
boost
And
Jane Stubbs worked
yet know about it.
tablespoons sugar; spread this over
the garden for her
weeded
in
and
chance you get. You will be sur the top
oven or by
neighbor.
prised how many boosts you will get holding and brown in the
pitched In and
even
Miz
And
old
Jones
a
good
(a
over
hot
stove
lid
It
The following dip is good for sheep in return for the favors you bestow
earned hers by hand labor.
suffering from scab. It Is said It upon others. That is a poor motive way, be it noted, to save burning)
will not stain the wool: Tobacco, 16 for extending the helping hand, but Garnish with slices of orange peeling But say, the funniest thing of all; one litind serve cold.
tle woman's plan.
pounds; oil of tar, three pints; soda nevertheless such
always
service
To turn to her financial aid the prejuash, 20 pounds;
soft soap, four brings its rewards.
dice
of man.
THAT OLD VIRGINIA FENCE.
pounds. Boil the tobacco and disShe sent tur dollar, and this note told
solve the other ingredients in a few
why
she had not come
Late cultivation in the orchard is
HE pictures of the past, "John said the money he would give If
gallons of boiling water and
add apt to be injurious for the reason that
stay at home!"
I'd
but
enough water to make 60 gallons Dip it induces late growth.
1 see through memory's
At all events
eyes,
the sheep in it while lukewarm. This it can be of small utility when the
The Cheerful Grouch on Economics.
And of them all, that old
mixture should dip 50 sheep, If each tree begins to mature and rains bo"Will I ever get over thinking it is
rail fence
when taken out is laid on a drain come frequent.
smart to be easily pleased. I go into
This season of res
Is one I mostly prise.
board and his wool well squeezed. It pite gives the grower the opportunity
a butcher shop and am inviegled Into
My childish
steps have paying a dollar for a roast because
will be necessary to dip a second or of raising a green manure, and of add
followed
far
even a third time In persistent cases. ing fertility to his land at trifling ex
crooked,
tangled well, It is easier than to haggle over
Its
something cheaper, and the butcher
mases.
pense and with no harm to hlB trees.
spider-woAnd
I gath- silences my conscience by assuring
Cultivation may be stopped in the Fall plowing may be advisable for
ered
there.
me that it will do for two meals.
orchard late in the season and a crop farm crops, but It should generally
And clover blooms, and
Then, when I have to eke It out on
can then be sown upon the land. This be discouraged in orchards. The land
daisies.
crop may serve as a cover or protec- in orchards should be left compact in
the second day with fish or a small
I see the squirrels skip- steak, I am reminded that two bouts
tion to the soil and as a green ma- the fall, and It is advisable to cover
ping
o'er
of fresh meat would have cost less
nure. A green manure improves the it with some close herbage.
The rickety top rail;
and been more satisfactory."
soil by adding fiber to it and by InAnd, snuggled 'neath the lowest bar,
The nestlings of the quail.
And for dessert I get berries at ten
creasing Its fertility.
It catches the
The San Jose scale Is distinguishcents because a pineapple costs
nitrates which, earlier In the season, able from other scale by the small size Far to the blue horizon line
twelve. Forgetting that by the time
are used by the tree-rootVegetable of the scales, which measure comThat crooked fence rail led.
fiber In the soil Increases its power of monly about
of an inch And who can tell what hopes, what I pay Ove cents for cream to go with
dreamB,
the berries I am two cents out of
holding both moisture and plant food. in diameter, though rarely specimens
What fancies filled my head.
I
pocket!
The crops well adapted to this late are found nearly an eighth of an Inch
Or perhaps I decided to be economsowing are few.
Vetch is probably across. The scales are circular and Of the great world beyond the kes
Innocence?'
Of childish
ical and have a plain Sunday dinner.
the best which has been well tested somewhat 'elevated In the middle, Ah,
'
memory holds no treasure like
But at the last moment my courage
In the state.
But everything points which bears a small black or yellowThat old Virginia fence!
fails, and (the grocery being closed)
to crimson clover as the Ideal orchard ish pointed process. In badly Infested
shop, and
I go to the delicatessen
cover and green manure.
Mayonnaise Dressing.
orchards they completely cover the
Tbe tiresome process of dropping pay two prices for canned mushrooms
trees, giving the branches an untbe oil slowly into the egg is being or asparagus. When, by a more careWhat does It cost you to produce healthy, grayish, scurfy appearance.
your eggs? Do you know? Prof. Gra- In winter the scales are to be found done away with by many housewives. ful decision, with less Idea of
economy, I might have bought
ham of the Storrs (Conn.) experiment only in half or nearly full grown con- Its results, too, are often disastrous,
peas or had creamed carstation says: "I have been very much dition, and completely dormant. With for when half beaten, lo! the separa- arots.can of
surprised at the data received from the first flow of sap In spring they tion of oil and egg. Instead of this
More forethough Is what we houseseveral of the experiment stations re- begin to teed again, and become fuUy tedious method, try stirring all the
garding the cost of egg production. grown In May and June, when the first acids that are to be used Into the wives need; more attention to detail
And above and beyolks and condiments. in the beginning.
So far
In some cases I find eggs have cost brood of larvae is produced.
we need have no notion that
as high as 18 cents a dozen and some as known, all these larvae are born Then tbe oil may be added by the yond all,
'small-mindeto buy with cauit is
as low as 8 cents a dozen. Including alive. They move about actively Tor tablespoonful without failure.
tion; that tt Is 'stinginess' to hare
labor. I find that, speaking generally, a few hours or even a day or more,
eye
pennies,
or that It ia a
Doctor.
and
the
to
8am
the
an
Uncle
the larger the range the less food finally settling on tender twigs, leaves
Dr. Wiley, the man of pure food virtue to be easily pleased!"
was required; In fact, where birds or fruit, into which they gradually inbad free range the cost was anywhere sert their beaks and begin to suck fame, says that benzoato of soda is a
To Serve Quails.
preservative. Yet, in
from 8 to 10 cents, and In cases where Juices from the plant. From this time harmful
Add the flavor of grapes in some
opinion,
a
recent
of
this
order
produced
Incessantly
are
broods
the birds were on limited range the on
form either wine, grapes, or raisins
of tomato
cost was under twelve cents. This through the summer, and the Insect was given lor 600 gallons
Quails should be eaten
navy consump- to the birds.
intended
for
stages
catsujr
all
in
until
found
late
be
can
in
me
to
the
forced
conclusion
very hot.
has
that
"
be preserved by
It Is very hard work for a man to October. Shortly after settling on a tion the same to Which
looks very
run an Intensive poultry plant and spot the larvae secretes a waxy sub benzoate of soda."
stance, the beginning of the formation much as though Uncle Sam and his
compete with the farmer In egg
doctor disagree.
of a scale.

t Products

Other

Libby

"Healthful"

si

ready

to serve, aei

Veal Loaf
Graporatrnml MHk
Oh

Ohmw

mx0dPtoUmm
"Furity goes hand in hand
with Products of the Libby
brand".
Write for free Booklet,
"How to make Good
Things to Eat".
Insist

Ubby'
Gavel Which Contains
Wood.

77

Places of

and territory In the United States
and from Germany and France. There
are pieces from the houses or the
possessions of all of the pioneers of
homeopathy.
Each piece in the gavel
Is numbered.
In a bound volume,
called the "Gavel Book," is contained
all the correspondence bearing upon
the gathering of the material of which
the gavel is piade. The varieties of
wood used Include mahogany, white
pine, ebony, black walnut, rosewood,
sequoia gigantea, vegetable ivory, surrender oak, Arizona ironwood, redwood, a bit from an Indian medicine
man's tomahawk from Alaska, orange
wood, diamond willow, fir, petrified
wood, yellow cedar, cherry and yellow pine. Each piece Is numbered
with a small gilt number.
In the
"Gavel Book" under a corresponding
number is a short biographical sketch
of the person of whom the piece is a
sou-anlThe ends of the gavel aro
gold. One end Is engraved
with
"Simllia Slmilibut Curentur."
Upon
the others is engraved "Presented to
the American Institute of Homeopathy by William Davis Foster, M. D.,
President 1900." The handle Is ebony
tipped with ivory.

on
at

your grocers.
Ubby,

t

MeNeHI

Libby

A Gentle Aspersion.
Among the prisoners brought before
a Chicago police magistrate one Monday morning was one, a beggar, whose
face was by no means an unfamiliar
one to the judge.
"I am Informed that you have again
been found begging in the public
streets," said his honor, sternly, "and
yet you carried In your pocket over
110 in currency."
"Yes, your honor," proudly returned
the mendicant.
"I may not be as industrious as some, but sir, I am no
spendthrift." Harper's Weekly.

Shortcake.
The strawberry shortcake, I love It,
I love It! I pri. e It more dearly than
tongue dare to tell No sherbet or pudding or pie is above it; there's nothing
in pastry I like half so well. Just give
me a section as large as a platter,
with freshly crushed berries spread
over tbe lot, and I am contented and
happy, no matter what ailment or
'
trouble or sorrows I've got. Ho, bring
on the shortcake,
the strawbervv
MENTIONED FOR THE CABINET shortcake, and always and ever I'm
Los Angeles Ex
press.
Washington
Rumor Says Congressman Scott of Kansas May Succeed
Fully Realized,
Secretary Wilson.
He frowned in perplexity on hearing
she was out again.
Washington.
There Is a revival in
"I wonder, Jimmy, if your sister reWashington of the gossip that Secrealizes,"
he said bitterly, "that I have
tary Wilson will retire from the de- treated her to three taxi rides and
concerts this month?"
four open-ai- r
"You bet she realizes it," said the
small boy, grinning.
"That's why
she's keepin' her engagement to Joe
a
secret."
Johnson

Keenest
Delights
of Appetite
and Anticipation

''

are realized in the first taste of
licious

Congressman

C, F. Scott.

artment of agriculture In Decembet
and that Representative Scott of Kansas will succeed hibm. Several prominent papers have printed stories to
that effect.
It was said at the White House
that the matter had not been conRepresentative
there, and
sidered
Scott said that the president had
never mentioned the subject to him.
Secretary Wilson has held the place
under three presidents McKlnley,
Roosevelt and Taft and holds the
record for cabinet service.
Charles F. Scott represents the Second Kansas district, Is chairman of
the committee on agriculture, and Is
serving bis fifth term in congress.
Two of his terms were as congress-man-at-largHe was born in Kansas, lives in Iola and Is editor and
owner of the Iola Register.
Alcoholic Liquors In Canada.
Canadians consumed over 176,000,000
worth of liquors of all kinds last year.
The customs and excise duties collected thereon amounted to $14,669,627.

de-

Post
Toasties
and Cream
The golden-brow- n
bits are substantial enough to take up the
cream; crisp enough to make
crushing them in the mouth art
exquisite pleasure; and the flavor that belongs only to Post
Toasties

"The Taste Lingers"
This dainty, tempting food is
made of pearly white corn, cooked,
rolled and toasted into "Toasties."
Popular pkg; ioc; Large Family size 158
Mtf by

POSTUM CEREAL CO., LTD.,
Battle Creek, Mich.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

RAILROAD.

TIMETABLE.

Mrs. P. M. Jaramillo, Prop's.
From Santa Fe to Torrance.
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:25 p. M. going ROOMS by the DAY, WEEK,
South.
or MONTH.
Leaves Willard 7:09 P. M. going south.
First Class Accomodations.
Arrives at Torrance 8:10 p. M.
Going North.
Leaves Torrance at 11:05 A. M.
Roy. N. M., July 21 A bitter
Williard at 12:17 P. M.
range war is threatened in this
Arrives at Santa Fe 8:05 P. M.
Makes close connections with the Belen part of Mora county as the result
Cut-olTWilliard; with the South; of depredations by stock on the
western at Torrance and with the lands of the farmers who are
A. T. 4 S. F. at Kennedy.
financially unable this year to
MORRELL LAW. Traille Manager.

F. C. HASTINGS.
SiJe Of The Plaza,

RICARDO

HOTEL

::

Mrs. HINSON & Miss BEVEN, Prop's.
BEST ACCOMMODATIONS IN TOWN
4

N. M.

RICARDO,

The CouEli Syrup that

f'ff!V

Bif rids the system of a cold
by acting as a cathartic on the
bowels is

LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP
tees is the original laxative coneh syrup,
contains no opiates, gently moves the
lowels, carrying the cold oil through the
Guaranteed to give
statural channels.
Satisfaction or money refunded.
For sale by the Sunyside Drug Co.

L

Contractor and Builder.
Work A Specialty"
Call on me for bids on all
kinds of Building3.

"Cement

N.

M.

PROFESSIONAL.
DR. W. R. LOVELACE.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
SURGERY A SPECIALTY.
Office at the store of the Sunnyside
Drag Company.
New Mexico.

Sunnyside.

C C
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
DAVIDSON.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Alamogordo.

N M.

incorporation,
people who oppose
and we do not appear to have any
other means at hand to force people to
What is
clean up. It was ever thus.
eveiybody's business is never attended
to. The sanitary conditions prevailing
are truly alarming.
The Review would like to hear from
Mrs. M. Philion has rented the rooms
some of our friends opposing incorpoover the First National Bank and will
ration, upon the subject of meeting
furnish them in a first class manner.
this problem; for meet it we must.
Who will take the lead, will it be En
large
Mrs. R. Beaubien has her
man; are they the
adobe, two story hotel building nearly kind of good citizens looking to tha
completed.
best interests of the town.

MAXWELL

Sh-h--

-

h

1

o College

ManZan
Pits Remedy
RELIEVES WHEN OTHERS FAIL
For sale by the feunnys.de

Drug Co

OF AGRICULTURE
SIZE OF BUT LITTLE MOMENT
The Most Deadly and Destructive Foes
of Mankind Are of Minute Proportion.

In one of Herbert Wells' brilliant
terribly scientific and
practically invincible Martians who
missioner a Specialty.
have Invaded the earth and conquered
NOTARY PUBLIC IN OFFICE.
New Mexico. England are stopped In the midst of
Sunnyside.
their victories and utterly destroyed
by the attacks of microscopic foes.
GILLIAM.
A. J.
Infinitely small organisms, germs of
Agent for Texico Steam Laundry,
diseases to which man bas become In
W. and W. Tailoring Co,
Some degree immune, slay the wonderful warriors of a planet never inALSO,
vaded by these earth foes. What thi
CITY BARBER SHOP.
greatest battleships and the heaviest
guns could not do the unseen and
unknown living seeds of death uo
complish.
More clearly every day the world
understands that in tho life and affairs of mankind the most deadly
&
and destructive foes are extremely
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
small. All of the fierce mammals and
Solicit the General Trade and poisonous serpents of Africa do not
kill as many human beings In ten
Satisfaction Guaranteed
rs the tsetse fly slays In one.
Fort Sumner, - - New Mex, years
The tigers and cobras of India kill
their thousands every year, but the
rats which spread the germs of the
B.
bubonle plague destroy their tens of
Painter and Paper Hanger thousands. In this counrry the common house fly undoubtedly causes
WALL PAPER
more deaths than all the venomous
"All Work Guaranteed."
snakes, wild beasts, mad dogs, runbulls,
New Mex. away horses and
Fort Sumner,
ten times over. The actual proportion Is prdbably much higher than ten
Rings Little Liver Pills small, to one.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Contest Casks Before U. S.. Com-

stories the

Fort Sumner
Broom Factory,
OWENS

apprehension

ew Mexico Fair and
Resources Exposition

M. R. BAKER.

"To
HADLEY

MO MECHANIC ARTS
promote Liberal and
Practical Education."
MORRILL

MAI L

Administration Building

ACT

OF

1

662)

spportcd hy fa Jnile States
Gives practical
Government and the Territory of New Mexico.
Thus fits
training in the inductries, cs vcll as general education.
conditions. This is
its students fcr successful life under present-da- y
not a school for the favored few. It is Everybody's College.
A

Collego Courses (four years) in Agriculture, Mechanical, Electrical and Gvil
Engineering, Household Economics, Commerce and General Science, Requirement!
(or entrance and graduation the same as in the best coll;ges and technical schools.
Preparatory Course (four years) equal to best city high schools.
Industrial Courace (tour years) in Agriculture, Fractical Mechanics, Business
and Domestic Science, for boys and girls who do not raped to take college course.
Open to students who have completed the eighth grade in the common schools.
Stenorjraphy and Spanish Stenography (one or two years).
t.
De enbuiHiDBt. SpltmM Equipment. Bc.rf l.briry in the TfrrilMy. Facultr of
Comfortable dormilón. Expenses low. Umiiual opportunities tor
Catalog-USAddress the Prestdont
Write for
AGRICULTURAL COLLElifc. w. mca.
W. E. GARRISON

E. Steckel is again in our mUst after ESTrtAY mule taken up- -1 mule, six
old, brauued L oa left thoulder,
tluougit the west with a
wild-we- st
show.
Judging from t e OO on left s.de of neck. Come and ge
and your mule, pay for keep and add.
red shirt, hosf.-.ia- ir
sombrero,
Leandro Casaus,
leather vatch chains, etc., it was sure!
Guadalupe, N. M.
a wild and woliy bunch he was with;
if Steck had only added a pair of spurs
and woolly schaps l.e would have been
Notice
sight fcr the ladies.
Persons ta'cing lots on the Government Tnurnoifa nro nntlfiort thit f.n.lnn
.
Dr. Strayhornand Judge McGill of the,;rloti doeg not
,
wlt hue
La Lande were visitors to our city from besides they are running the chance of
the seat of education on Wednesdy.
h '.virg to pay (iam; ges if stock siiou.d
be cut on the wire.
W. G. Swisher, Claim Agent and
C. W. Foor,
Dr. D. R. Fly, Surgeon, botli of the
Sec'y Hoard of Control.
A. T. & S. F. Ry Co. at Amarillo,
Tex., were in the city this week lojk-in- g
Confidence of Genius.
after the interests of the railway.
"You say your dirigible balloon Is
a success?"
"Yes," answered the Inventor.
Dr. L. D. Eruton, of Hartville, Mo,,
"Uut It came down to the earth with
is looking over our county with a view a
terrible bump."
of locating. He is a pleasant gentle"True. Hut It hit very close to tha
man and comes highly reommended. s;iot I was aiming at."
We need more of his kind.

yas

a sashay

SONS

WILMETH

pleasant and easy to take,
by Sunnyside Drug Co.

Cor Sae

&

New Mex.

WHARTON & LAWSON.

J.

La Lande, : : : : New Mex.

There is considerable

that we will have an epidemic of typhoid, but we appear to be helpless as
there are a large number of our people

'fence their claims. The cattlem
J. L. MAXWELL
J. N. LINE
en refuse to fence and many of
the homesteaders have been compelled to stand guard day and
Dealers in GENERAL MERCHANDISE
night over their crops to save
NEW MEXICO.
them from destruction. Repealed
RICARDO,
appeals to the cattle raisers to
Everything To Eat and Wear
herd their stock have been met
with the statement that there is
Also MAY and GRAIN
no efficient herd law in the terri- wish'
tory and if the homeseekers
"AT THE RIGHT PRICE"
Miss Severie Hanson of Ricardo,
ManZm is good for any kind of Piles.
to save their crops from the ran
paid Fort Sumner a business visit on
creates a
It stops infiamation,
must
fence
they
ge cattle
their
Thursday.
normal circulation, thus reducing the
holdings.
The homesteaders claPiles, and heals the parts affected.
ANNUAL
THE TWENTY-NINT- H
im that on account of the severe
Dr. W. R. Franklin of Rockford, Ills., ManZan may be conveniently and easily
drouth in the past year they ha e
came in Tnursday evening to look after applied, as the tube in which it is put
his farming interests under the ditch. up has a small patent, nozzle attached.
no money to build fences. ExaSold by Sunnyside Drug Co.
sperated beyond endurance by
When you see an X opposite your
the futility of resorting to law
Govenor Cur: y today appointed Ran- mime ycu may know that your sub- dolfo Aragón oí Anton Chico, to be
die farmers have organized a
scription has expired and that you owe county ' commissioner
for the third
protective league and threaten if Albuquerque, N. WL, October 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 for the Review.
district. of Guadalupe county, in place
relief is not afforded them to
President TaftWillBe
Great Display of New
of Cecilio Castillo who died recently.
employ drastic measures for theDon Pelagio Casaus has finished santa íe New Mexico.
Here!
Mexico'3
Natural
ir protection A petition setting
shipping hiH 40,000 pound wool clip.
Resources
forth the state of affairs and A $20,G00 Exhibit of AmuThere has been considerable talk
asking for assistance has already
Every County in New
Miss Luz Abreu, of Old Fort Sumner, among our merchants regarding the
sements and Resources
organizanion of a Fort Sumner Combeen transmitted to the secretary
was visiting friends here Thursday,
Mexico Will Have an
mercial Club, as suggested in the
A Marathon Race, the First
of the interior.
This is of great
Review last week.
of
Her
Exhibit
Mineral
wrote
one
man
business
A
Several head of stock have
Lande
La
the
in
Off
Pulled
Ever
importance to any new and growing
facetiously
and
merchants
Wealth
local
our
of
already b en killed as a rtsult o
Southwest
cummunity and some action should be
added "Holy City" to his address.
the trouble with tha cattle. The
Such an associataken immediately.
McGill.
Every
kind
of
New
Judge
tell
and
Don't
$6,500 in Purses for
tion can do a ereat amount of
in
unquestionably
stock owners
Instructive Amusement
thct it furnishes us with a permanent
Harness and Running Race
w.thin the law in allowing
Roy Showaltcr had a little accident committee t0 consider propositions as
Will Be Provided
to range free aie indignTuesday that only by the greatest of tney arigein Prizes for
$1,5C0
It wil as0 t(!n(j to sy.
ant and declare they will damand
good luck was turned into a comedy. telmze our boost;ng alld wiU aid the
Our
Hotels
and
for
Baseball
Amateur
While discing on the Kaelterman place new comtfr or the interested outsider
a reckoning. The Roy Land and
Restaurants are Amply
Champion-shi- p
of
south of town, he leaned over forward, in Sfc,curng accurate information reLivestock company, one o the
to kick a big chunk of sod down, "lost ran.ing 1 1. Sumner's resources and
Able to A( c Dmmodate
Southwest
biggest cattle outfits in this secthis balance and fell in front of the Opportunities. Let some definite action
Ail
Who May Visit Our
ion, have adopted the only preseThat
A Real Airship-On- e
disc. As the horses were pretty tired JU ttllull gUtkl
nt practicable solution of the proCity
hey stopped at h3 first "wkca," but
Flies
l.,,Hn ivMliml in
wil- until hí.
blem by spending several thous"
.
trie u:scs oy one leg, ti?l.t s;iü The Santa
:een
and dollors in fencing their land. W. G. Tight.
John B. McMannus, Sec'y ast. He yelled icr his partner, Jones,
President
a
This example, however,
.vh) came on the jump, but couldn't
For fuither information, Entry Blaniis, etc.,
been followed by few and blcojy
Mexican
;et him out until he had dug a hule for 'New
the Secretary.
Address
jubie
reprisals are feared if the tr
nm. Jones wants to know now a big
The o.dast Daily in the South- is not soon adjusted. Albuquer.tiff, of Koy's tice could get tiiat far
n under a disc and only grt "sku.ned."
veit. $1.75 pr quarter year.
que Journal.

Practices in all the Courts.
Special attention to land cases
before the U. S. Land Office.
Tucumcari,

When Youth Wanes.
Old age has many definitions, and
middle age more, lint you may take
it that you are not really an old man
so long as you take an interest in
There is
your personal appearance.
not a nurse who does not know the
when the
fign of convalescence
wants to he shaved and put a
world. And
In
appearance
this
Kood
o lona as the man of 60 can take au
interest In the latest tie and tie It- -he
Is preserving his youth.

Goldina Hunter, aged six mouths and
one day, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Hunter died ou the evening of
July 20th, of cholera infantum. Interment was et Los Ojitos on Wednesday
afternoon.
The bereaved parents have the
sympathy of the entire community.

thei.-animal-

R. SCHOCH.

Fokt Sumner,

General Blacksmithing, Wagon Work and
Horseshoeing
Machinery Repairs A Specialty.

:::::":

N. M.

Suiinysrde,

TAYLOR and KISLING

LINE

Carpenter and Builder.
South

J. A. Northington, our popular tin-- 1
ner, is "going some," he has just com- pleted the big dipping tank for J. E.
Rrnwn. nut the finishine touches on W.
G. McCanne's wind mill and turned
out several hundred feet of well casing
this week.

Commercial Hotel

120

bold

terror

is making its ap
pearance in eastern New Mexico
A new

acres of patented if the exchanges from that part

land, within 5 miles of F rt of the Territcry are to be believSumner; living water; a choice ed. It is Johnson grass, and in
place for a dairy ranch; ehtap Quay couaty, Anti Johnson Grass
fur cash.
Societies are being organizee. A
C. W. Foor.
few of the farmers have determined to plant the grass but the
tht)
Up to
Minutn.
Mrs. flossip They do say thst her rest of the population is dead set
acquired
bas
locomotor
busband
ataxia.
Mrs. Parrenue I don't think much
of those cheap cars; my husband has
ut Imported one.

against the 'proposition and decl-- j
ares that should the grass get
started it will run out the home
steaders, for farming is impracticable where Johnson grass grows
PIKEULES for the Kidneys The new forage plant must be
SO DAYS' TRIAL FOR SI.OO.
something even more terrible
On sale at the Sunnside Drug Go's.
than the Standard Oil trust, very
likely the correct one:

For Sixty Days
TERMS: $25,00 Cash

Two Blocks Only

Lots 25 x 180 Feet - $50,00 Per Lot
Balance In Three Months
--

Two blocks, under the canal, just south of T. S. Hall's residence, have been selected for immediate improvement. We will begin work shortly on two bungalows, plans of which may be seen at D. J. McCanne's cottage,
and the lots are bound, in the very nature of things to increase in value.
It is an ideal place to build a home, right
Go and look at the locationthe blocks are marked with signs.
under the cottonwoods, all perfectly irrigated and both blocks corner on Sumner Park which will be improved
We will set out tress along every street-yo- ur
this Fall and forested next Spring at no expense to lot holders.
,
lot will be improved.
such a low price and this will be
will
offered
value
like
be
at
that
of
blocks
only
two
These are positively the
days.
sixty
withdrawn in
This offer is to local people only.
Buy Now while lots are cheap Build Now while labor is cheap.

THE FORT SUMNER TOWNSITE CO,
L. C. VanHECKE, Manager,

D.

J. McCanne's Cottage.

